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**ABBREVIATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1cp or 1p</td>
<td>first person plural, common gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1cs or 1s</td>
<td>first person singular, common gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1QIsa&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Cave number one, Qumran, Isaiah scroll, scroll &quot;a&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1QIsa&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Cave number one, Qumran, Isaiah scroll, scroll &quot;b&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2cp or 2p</td>
<td>second person plural, common gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2cs or 2s</td>
<td>second person singular, common gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2fp</td>
<td>second person plural, feminine gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2fs</td>
<td>second person singular, feminine gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2mp</td>
<td>second person plural, masculine gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2ms</td>
<td>second person singular, masculine gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3cp or 3p</td>
<td>third person plural, common gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3cs or 3s</td>
<td>third person singular, common gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3fp</td>
<td>third person plural, feminine gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3fs</td>
<td>third person singular, feminine gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3mp</td>
<td>third person plural, masculine gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3ms</td>
<td>third person singular, masculine gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4QpIsa&lt;sup&gt;a-e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Cave number four, Qumran, pesher, Isaiah scroll, scrolls &quot;a&quot; thru &quot;e&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KJ</td>
<td>King James version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>Masoretic Text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBM</td>
<td>The Book of Mormon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>accusative</td>
<td>Denotes the case which generally acts as the direct object of a verb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>archaic Hebrew</td>
<td>Paleohebrew writing, or the Phoenician script used by Hebrews prior to c. 600 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cohortative</td>
<td>An emphasis on first person imperfect verbs. Expresses &quot;let me&quot; or &quot;let us.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dative</td>
<td>Denotes the case which generally acts as the indirect object of a verb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genitive</td>
<td>Denotes the case of a noun which often indicates possession or origin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hiphil (Hebrew)</td>
<td>An active causitive verb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hithpael (Hebrew)</td>
<td>A reflexive verb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hophal (Hebrew)</td>
<td>A passive causitive verb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imperfect (Greek)</td>
<td>A verb describing an act completed over some period during the past.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imperfect (Hebrew)</td>
<td>A verb describing an incomplete act, usually translated in the future.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indicative</td>
<td>The mode of speech which expresses the action of the verb as a fact.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infinitive absolute (Hebrew)</td>
<td>A verbal noun usually ending in &quot;-ing.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jussive (Hebrew)</td>
<td>An emphasized third person imperfect verb, shortened whenever possible. Expresses &quot;let him.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kal (Hebrew)</td>
<td>A simple active verb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>niphal (Hebrew)</td>
<td>A simple passive verb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>passive</td>
<td>Refers to the inactive voice which indicates the subject is being acted upon. Example: He is burned.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfect (Hebrew)</td>
<td>A verb expressing a completed act, usually translated in the past.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfect (Greek)</td>
<td>A verb expressing a completed past act, but one which was completed so recently in the past that the act is almost present.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pesher</td>
<td>A commentary. (Hebrew)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piel</td>
<td>An intensive active verb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pual</td>
<td>An intensive passive verb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stative verb</td>
<td>Verbs that express a state of being rather than motion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waw consecutive</td>
<td>Refers to the phenomenon of verb tenses reversing functions in consecutive narratives, such as the imperfect acting as a perfect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waw conservative</td>
<td>Refers to the phenomenon of verb tenses reversing functions in consecutive narratives, but explained by the influence of Assadian and Aramaic on classical Hebrew.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTRODUCTION

Since the initial press releases on the Dead Sea Scrolls in 1948, the scrolls have multiplied in value, in notoriety and in the curiosity they arouse in people. Even now, 26 years later, it seems that papers and other works that deal with the scrolls almost automatically arouse one's interest, even if the scrolls are not the prime subject of that text. Indeed, there are numerous studies that walk on the fringes of Dead Sea scholarship without ever fully entering into the many problems of this field. This thesis is one such study. The nature of the topic herein requires a formal examination of certain fragmented scrolls, but not to the specific end of furthering the research of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Although some interesting information relative to Dead Sea scholarship may arise because of the scrolls examined here, the real purpose of this thesis lies elsewhere.

To explain, there are fragments of Isaiah from six different Qumran scrolls that are published but have never been examined for their relationship to the Isaiah passages in The Book of Mormon. Very little has been published dealing with comparisons of the Old Testament passages in The Book of Mormon with the Septuagint. The purpose of this study is to initiate these comparisons by undertaking an intricate analysis of the differences between these texts and the King James text to determine what relationship The Book of Mormon has with them.

A look at Jewish History reveals that various recensions of the Old Testament text have come into existence at different times
through scribal adjustments. The Septuagint, the Masoretic Text and
the scrolls from Qumran, Cave IV, represent some of the variety of
textual recensions. There are also passages of The Book of Mormon that
might represent another textual tradition of the Old Testament. The
concern of this study is to focus on the relationship between certain
passages of Isaiah in The Book of Mormon, particularly those from the
small plates of Nephi, and the other text traditions mentioned above.
Since these passages of The Book of Mormon were originally quoted from
the Brass Plates of Laban, they are representative of a text of the
Book of Isaiah which was current in Jerusalem 600 B.C. or before.
Regarding the relationship between the various traditions, the question
arises whether The Book of Mormon represents a textual tradition
different from those of the other texts, or whether a relationship exists
between the Isaiah text tradition of The Book of Mormon and one or more
of the other texts. The primary concern of this study will be to
determine the basis for establishing a relationship, if one exists.

To enable the reader to reach an understanding of the particular
texts involved in this analysis, the following summaries are made of the
histories of the texts being considered.

HISTORICAL SUMMARIES OF TEXTS AND RELATED MANUSCRIPTS

The Dead Sea Scrolls

There is an abundance of scrolls and fragments from a number
of different locations about the Dead Sea. All of these materials are
referred to collectively as the Dead Sea Scrolls. In order to understand
clearly the significance of the fragments presently being considered,
additional background on the scrolls is necessary.
Many accounts have been made relating the circumstances behind the discovery of the scrolls. The bibliography provided at the back lists the basic sources where details may be obtained. These same sources provide details explaining the contents and locations of the various discovery sites. Very briefly, the first scrolls are thought to have been discovered in 1947 by a bedouin searching for a lost sheep in the desert region immediately northwest of the Dead Sea. This discovery was made in a cave which has since become known as Qumran Cave I. Several years later it was determined that there were valuable items in other caves too. Organized excavations and searches were undertaken which subsequently resulted in the discovery of numerous items in many more caves. Between 1947 and 1956 items in eleven caves were found in the vicinity of Qumran. In 1955, there were four cave discoveries at Murabba'at, which is about 20 miles south of Qumran. Between 1952 and 1961, there were other finds in this same general region—specifically at Nahal Hever and Si'Elim. East of Bethlehem at Khirbet Mird significant finds were made in 1953. Other finds were made in 1963 and 1964 at Wadi Daliyeh, which is about 20 miles northwest of Jericho. Then in 1963-1965, about 35 miles south of Qumran, excavations brought forth more ancient historical items at Masada. Prior to this time there were still a few who doubted the ancient authenticity of the scrolls, but liturgical works from Masada proved the ancient dating of the scrolls. The Masada was destroyed in 73 A.D. This means that the material found prior to that destruction could not be dated any more recently than 73 A.D. Since there were liturgical writings from Masada identical to liturgy found at Qumran, similar datings for the Qumran materials became much
more realistic.

As already mentioned, the biblical and non-biblical manuscripts from these sites are voluminous. Concerning the passages of Isaiah, scrolls of Isaiah were found at Murabba’at and Qumran Caves I, III, IV, and V. The major Isaiah scroll from Cave I, 1QIsa<sup>a</sup>, is the scroll that Wayne Ham compared with the Isaiah passages in The Book of Mormon. This scroll is very well preserved and includes the entire book of Isaiah except where there are 12 small holes and about 10 lacunae. It is not neatly written. It has parts with poor grammar, many erasures, and errors with the corrections written over them. Also from Cave I is the nearly complete Isaiah scroll, 1QIsa<sup>b</sup>. This scroll and its fragments from Cave I along with separate small fragments from Caves III and V have yet to be examined for their relationship to The Book of Mormon.

From Qumran Cave IV, which was one of the larger single finds, there were biblical finds representing every book in the Old Testament but Esther. Most of these books had representations from at least two or more separate scrolls. The book of Isaiah alone had fragments from eight to 15 separate scrolls. The published portions of these Isaiah fragments from Cave IV are the particular concern in this present study. The remaining portions of Isaiah from Cave IV are presently scheduled for publication in 1975 in Discoveries of the Judaean Desert by Patrick W. Skehan.

The Hebrew Bible

Going on to the Masoretic text, it is immediately noticed that the manuscripts of this tradition are not nearly as old as those of the Greek. The Jewish and Israelite culture had always looked upon the
Torah, and in later years the Hebrew Bible, as special works that needed to be passed on to future generations in the most perfect form possible. After the return of the Jews to Jerusalem from Babylon, the task of maintaining the written tradition of the Bible was gradually taken over by scholarly rabbis. Sometime later, schools were formed where these rabbis congregated together. Eventually they became known as the masoretes because it was their job to record and maintain the Masorah, or the Tradition. Not including the Dead Sea Scrolls, the present store of manuscripts of the Hebrew Bible come from the masoretes. The oldest dated manuscript is the St. Petersburg or Leningrad Codex of 916 A.D., which contains writings of only the latter prophets.

There are very few complete codices of the Hebrew Bible, but there are numerous fragments (over 1700) representing assorted Old Testament scriptures. The oldest complete codex is the St. Petersburg or Leningrad manuscript dated 1009 A.D. This codex is a copy of an original work written by Aaron ben Asher, circa 900-940 A.D. This original was later sent to Egypt about 1000 A.D. to avoid destruction during a war on Jerusalem. In 1009 A.D., Samuel b. Jacob made the copy, which is now in St. Petersburg.

Due to the conscientious labor of the Masoretes, the Hebrew manuscripts have much more consistency between them than the Greek texts.

Since the invention of printing, numerous editions of the Hebrew Bible have come forth by different individuals and organizations. The Hebrew Bible used in the following study is Rudolf Kittel's *Biblia Hebraica*. This Bible is based primarily on the oldest complete codex mentioned above, the St. Petersburg codex of 1009 A.D.
The Greek Septuagint

The Greek version of the Old Testament used in this thesis is the 1965 printing of Alfred Rahlfs' Septuaginta. To understand the textual basis for the Septuaginta, a brief historical summary of the Septuagint and related texts is in order. More detailed histories can be found in the appropriate books listed in the bibliography.

The Greek Old Testament gets its name from the story that 72 Jewish scholars translated the Pentateuch in 70 days, circa 285-247 B.C. It is uncertain when the remainder of the Old Testament was translated, but by 132 B.C. it had been translated in its entirety. The word, septuagint, comes from the Latin word, septuaginta, or seventy. Hence, the Septuagint is often designated by LXX.

The disappearance of the original Greek translation and the first copies made of it is thought to be due to the flimsy and perishable nature of the papyrus on which it was written. Since each copy had to be hand written, errors slowly crept in. As time passed, the only copies that were left were various inexact hand written copies. At different points in time, scholars gathered the available Greek and Hebrew texts together and attempted to produce a more authentic copy by editing the various texts into a single unit. The major versions of these early editions were made sometime in the second century A.D. by Aquila, Theodotion and Symmachus. Aquila's version was so literal to Hebrew idiom that many parts did not make sense in Greek. Symmachus, on the other hand, translated so freely that he too lost much of the Hebrew flavor. Theodotion's version was generally looked on as sufficiently superior that many parts of his text found their way into the official text of the Septuagint.
In the first half of the third century A.D., 220-250 A.D., Origen produced his famous Hexapla, which contained in parallel columns, the Hebrew text in Hebrew, the Hebrew text transliterated to Greek, Aquila's and Symmachus' versions, the official Septuagint, and Theodotion's version. Also in the third century A.D. two other major recensions arose—the recension of Hesychius, which was used in Egypt, and the text of Lucian, which was used in the region of Constantinople and Antioch. The Hexapla was circulated mainly in the Palestinian region. Today, there are manuscripts existing that represent these three recensions. However, the manuscripts are not complete and are not among the texts that are presently considered the best.

The different manuscript texts of the Septuagint that exist today number between 1500 and 2000. None of these manuscripts are complete and many of them are mere fragments and in relatively poor condition. The manuscripts are categorized into three main groups—those written on papyrus, those written in uncials and those written in minuscules. The three major texts known today are written in uncialis. The Codex Sinaiticus, designated by either a Hebrew 'alef or S, is dated in the fourth century A.D. The origin of this text is unknown. It was discovered by chance when Constantin Tischendorf visited the monastery of St. Catherine which is located at the base of Mt. Sinai. While there, he happened across some baskets full of old manuscripts that had been prepared for the furnace—some of which had already been burned. Through a series of arranged events, most of these leaves eventually ended up in The British Museum. The Codex Vaticanus is represented by the letter B and is also dated in the fourth century A.D. Its origin is presently unknown. It is now
located in Rome and has been since about 1480. The third text is the Codex Alexandrinus. This codex, abbreviated by A, is a fifth century document that supposedly originated in Egypt. It was later transferred to Constantinople in 1621 by Cyril Lucar, who gave it to England. It arrived there 16 years following the publication of the King James version.

These three major codices are of importance to this study since they are the basis for Rahlfs' Septuaginta, and as mentioned the Septuaginta is the Greek text used herein.

The Book of Mormon

The Book of Mormon records a number of Old Testament scriptures from various Old Testament prophets. Of these quotations, the scriptures of Isaiah are the most frequent. The story of how these scriptures became a part of The Book of Mormon is an interesting one which is pertinent to the treatise that follows.

It is recorded in The Book of Mormon (1Ne. 2:2; 3:3,4) that a prophet named Lehi was commanded to leave Jerusalem about 600 B.C. and to take with him a record on brass plates that contained his genealogy and the history of the Jews. After obtaining this record, he, his family, and a small group of others made their way to the sea shore and after a period of preparation sailed to the western hemisphere.

As this group of people grew in size, their leaders periodically instructed them out of the record that Lehi had brought from Jerusalem. At times, these instructions dealt with the Law and records of Moses. Other times the instructions dealt with prophecy and the future. On occasions like this, Nephi, the son of Lehi, quoted to the people various
scriptures of the prophet Isaiah that were recorded on the Brass Plates (1Ne. 19:21-23). These quotes were subsequently recorded on some other plates that are now known as the Small Plates of Nephi.

Centuries passed by and this small group had grown into two major nations. One of these nations continued the practice of maintaining a written history of their people and of passing that history on to the next generation. Circa 385 A.D., a prophet named Mormon gathered these records together and made an abridgement of them. In abridging these writings he specifically makes mention of a small record containing the writings of Nephi and of other early prophets and then explains his intentions to put these records with his abridgement ("Words of Mormon," verses 3,6). In this manner, the scriptures of Isaiah that were quoted from the Brass Plates and recorded on the Small Plates of Nephi became a part of Mormon's abridgement. There are also other quotes of Isaiah in The Book of Mormon, but these from the Small Plates of Nephi are the only ones of concern here. Before his death, the prophet Mormon gave the abridgement to his son Moroni, who ended the record with his writings.

In Moroni's time, the two nations mentioned above were engaged in a fierce war with each other, which eventually led to the elimination of Moroni's people. Prior to his death, Moroni hid the abridged plates in a stone box and buried them in the earth where they remained until 1827. At this time, the prophet Moroni returned and showed the plates to Joseph Smith and directed him to translate them. The resulting work is The Book of Mormon.
DELIMITATIONS

Due to the nature of this research, it does not lend itself to pleasure reading, or to being read straight through. The verses are set up in a way that they are more suited for reference to a particular verse that is in question. The comparison generally follows Allegro's transcription found in his publication in Discoveries of the Judaean Desert. The text, therefore, does not examine the other possible letter combinations and related vocabulary in every case. Stan Larson does a thorough research of homoeoteleuton found in The Book of Mormon in his thesis of April 1974, Brigham Young University. This subject is therefore left for the reader to pursue at his own discretion. Since Wayne Ham's 1961 thesis on the Major Isaiah Scroll, 1QIsa\(^a\), and the present study are somewhat related, the present study will refer to Ham's thesis as it relates to the determination of the tradition of Isaiah in The Book of Mormon.

In addition to the Isaiah fragments from Qumran that have already been published, there are fragments from 10 other Isaiah scrolls. These 10 fragmentary scrolls are not presently available and consequently cannot be a part of this study.

METHODOLOGY

The following thesis is written from the perspective that Joseph Smith's translation originated from a genuine source. As a matter of organization, the textual differences are therefore said to differ from The Book of Mormon rather than the reverse. The text is divided into two parts. The first section is a narrative analysis
of the significant differences between the texts examined, including a textual analysis of the content of the different Hebrew versions and an analysis of the pertinent Hebrew verb forms and verb roots. A significant difference is one where any verse differs from another in number, tense, meaning or content. The thesis is concerned with 52 verses of Isaiah from the Small Plates of Nephi that are also found in the fragmentary Qumran scrolls of Cave IV. All of these verses will be compared with the Qumran scrolls and the Septuagint. Of these 52 verses of The Book of Mormon, particular attention will be given to the verses that differ significantly from the King James version of Isaiah. As translations of the texts are necessary, they will tend to be more literal than free in hopes of facilitating the search for similar vocabulary, syntax structure and grammar.

At times, it will be necessary to insert a phrase in the middle of a quote that is independent of that quote. All such phrases are the author's and will be clearly marked with parenthesis. In order to make the analysis section more readable, both Hebrew texts are often referred to conjointly as "the Hebrew" or "in Hebrew," and the two English texts are often simply called "English" or "the English."

The second and last section is an attempt to bring the analyzed data together into a succinct package that clearly answers the question regarding the textual tradition of The Book of Mormon.
TEXTUAL ANALYSIS

MT Isa 5:5

And now go to; I will tell you what I will do to my vineyard—"I will take away the hedge thereof, and it shall be eaten up; and I will break down the wall thereof, and it shall be trodden down;"

4QpIsa b 5:5

And now go to; I will tell you what I will do to my vineyard—"I will take away the hedge thereof, and it shall be eaten up; and I will break down the wall thereof, and it shall be trodden down;"

LXX Isa 5:5

καὶ ἔμπεσών μου ἁφελὼς τὸν φραγμὸν αὐτοῦ καὶ ἔσται εἰς διαφανὴτητά τοῦ τοιχον αὐτοῦ καὶ ἔσται εἰς καταπάτημα,

TEM 2 N 15:5

And now go to; I will tell you what I will do to my vineyard—"I will take away the hedge thereof, and it shall be eaten up; and I will break down the wall thereof, and it shall be trodden down;"

KJ Isa 5:5

And now go to; I will tell you what I will do to my vineyard—"I will take away the hedge thereof, and it shall be eaten up; and I will break down the wall thereof, and it shall be trodden down;"

KJ differs from TEM in the phrase, "...and break down the wall thereof..." The context of the first half of this verse implies a 1cs future for the verb, "to break," but the future conjugation is not present. TEM has the future, "...I will break down..." as does LXX. However, the verb in MT is an infinitive absolute which may translate as the accusative of the verb "to do." As the accusative of "to do," the infinitive may be translated as in KJ. On the other hand, the infinitive absolute may stand in place of the finite verb "to do" in which case the infinitive may take on the tense and person of the verb "to do." In MT the verb "to do" is an active participle. Of course

---

participles may assume the tense implied in the context of a passage. Both English and Greek agree that the context of this passage indicates the future is appropriate. They therefore have, d"...I will do...."

This first person future translation of the participle "to do" then justifies the future translation in TEM and LXX of the Hebrew infinitive absolute, b\textit{paros} (to break or tear down).

Similar to \textit{paros} is another infinitive absolute, e\textit{haser} (to cause to turn away or to take away). In the case of this verb KJ, TEM and LXX each have the future tense of the verb.

Slotki suggests an imperative rendition of both of the above mentioned infinitive absolutes.\footnote{I. W. Slotki, \textit{Isaiah}, ed. A. Cohen (London and Bournemouth: The Soncino Press, 1949), p. 23.} However, since both infinitives are sandwiched among three other imperfect verbs, a future translation of the infinitives is appropriate. The comparable verse in 1Qp\textit{isa}\footnote{Wayne Ham, "A Textual Comparison of the Isaiah Passages in The Book of Mormon with the Same Passages in the St. Mark's Isaiah Scroll of the Dead Sea Community" (unpublished Master's thesis, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, 1961), p. 117b.} also indicates that in 100 B.C. these infinitives were understood to carry the force of an imperfect. 1Qp\textit{isa} has \textit{\'asir}, the hiphil imperfect, in place of the infinitive, \textit{haser}.\footnote{I. W. Slotki, \textit{Isaiah}, ed. A. Cohen (London and Bournemouth: The Soncino Press, 1949), p. 23.}

Continuing, MT begins with a verb that has a 1cs imperfect hiphil form which means "I will cause to know. The final he' is either a paragographic he' which does not change the meaning, or it is part of the qamets-he' syllable which gives the verbal a cohortative force. This force gives the interpretation, "let me cause to know." The cohortative force is not indicated in TEM, KJ, or LXX. Greek and English do, however, agree with the hiphil of "to know" since the causative of this
verb may be translated "to tell" or "to report."

The idea "...go to..." in English is not supported by MT or LXX. Neither is the verb "to be eaten up." In place of "to eat" LXX explains that the vineyard will be אינר..."...prey..." or "...booty..." while MT says the vineyard ה..."...will be for burning...."

4QIsa b differs from MT with the word "to be." 4QIsa b has ח only which would normally be a past tense in English, but which Allegro translates, "...I will break down its wall that it may be for trampling...." MT has ח ח which normally translates as a future. The English and Greek agree with MT and the future.

---

The KJ version and TBM translation of Isaiah 5:6 are identical.

The only difference between MT and 4QIsa is that MT uses the ָwaw conservative to express the idea of an unrealized action while 4QIsa uses the ָimperfect.

Two differences are unique to LXX. LXX has  "...my vineyard...," but TBM, KJ and MT all have  "...it..." in place of "my vineyard." LXX uses a simile to describe one thorn going  "...as into a dry land...." The English and Hebrew have two kinds of thorns going up, but no simile is present.
MT Isa 5:11

How shall I set a burnt offering for Elohim when I have blemishes upon me, when I have blemishes upon me?

LXX Isa 5:11

οὐδὲν οἷς ἔχονται τὸ πρῶτον καὶ τὸ δεύτερον δύοκοιντες, οἱ μένοντες τὸ ὀψίν· ὁ τάρα ἀλώνις αὐτοῖς συμκακεῖ.

TEM 2 N 15:11

Wo unto them that rise up early in the morning, that they may follow strong drink, that continue until night, and wine inflame them!

KJ Isa 5:11

Woe unto them that rise up early in the morning, that they may follow strong drink; that continue until night, till wine inflame them!

The two Hebrew versions only differ in the word "to burn." MT has the 3ms hiphil future form with a 3mp suffix. Contrarily, 4QIsa b could be just about any form but hiphil. A piel force would provide the intensity necessary to justify the English translation, "...inflame...," but the word is unknown in the piel form (unless this is it) throughout the entire Old Testament. Since the only forms of this verb in MT are kal and hiphil, one could reasonably assume that the form in 4QIsa b was intended to be the kal form meaning, "will burn them." This translation agrees with the Greek rendition, b"...will burn them up...." Looking again at the English translation, "...inflame..." is an appropriate translation of the hiphil, "cause to burn," which is found in MT. This simply means that in this instance, LXX and 4QIsa b may be grouped together because of similar meanings, while MT and KJ and TEM would be together in a second group.

In English, there are two ideas that are unique to KJ and TEM. The English has, "...unto them...," and "...that they may follow...." Neither LXX nor the Hebrew versions have "unto" or "that they may."

The single difference between KJ and TEM is that TEM says, "...and wine inflame them..." and KJ says, "...till wine inflame them...."
LXX uses the conjunction "for," and the Hebrew has no word comparable to "and," "till" or "for."
MT Isa 5:12

והיה עד מזון והיה מצה יי משתחوة והוא פון לחו

4QIsa\textsuperscript{b} 5:12

והיה מזון והיה מצה יי משתחوة והוא פון לחו

LXX Isa 5:12

μετὰ
tόρ κυθάρας καὶ ψαλτήριον καὶ τυμπάνων καὶ αὐλῶν τῶν ὀίνου
πίνουσιν, τὰ δὲ ζῳτα ἱερά ἵνα ἐμβλέπουσιν καὶ τὰ ἐργά τῶν
χειρῶν αὐτοῦ ὑπὸ κατανοοῦσιν.

TEM 2 N 15:12

And the harp, and the viol, the tabret, and pipe,
and wine are in their feasts; but they regard
not the work of the Lord, neither consider the
operation of his hands.

KJ Isa 5:12

And the harp, and the viol, the tabret, and pipe,
and wine, are in their feasts: but they regard
not the work of the Lord, neither consider the
operation of his hands.

There are no differences in the English versions, KJ equals

TEM.

Several differences between the Hebrew versions are corroborated
in English and Greek. The MT and English versions have no conjunction
before (drum) while \textsuperscript{a}4QIsa\textsuperscript{b} and Greek have. MT and English
have conjunctions before \textsuperscript{b}יִין (wine), but 4QIsa\textsuperscript{b} has not. LXX
has a \textsuperscript{c}definite article before "wine" which in context adds possession
to the noun. Where "wine" and the various named instruments are
nominative case nouns in the English and Hebrew versions, the Greek
has \textsuperscript{d}"wine" as an object in the accusative case and has the \textsuperscript{e}named
instruments in the genitive case. So the Greek could be translated
"...For amidst lute and harp and drums and flutes they drink their
wine...," which contrasts to the Hebrew and English expressions
that these different things "...are their feasts...," or "...are
in their feasts...." The Hebrew and English versions state "...the
\textsuperscript{f}work of the Lord...," but LXX says "...the works of the Lord....."
MT uses the imperfect "...they will regard not..." which normally translates into the English future. But, the Hebrew imperfect may also imply a present action, "...they regard not..." and thereby concord with the English and Greek, "...they regard not..." 4Q<sub>Isa</sub><sup>b</sup>, however, is either a perfect, "...they regarded not...", or a 2mp imperative, "...regard ye not..." which is the same as 1Q<sub>Is</sub><sup>a</sup>. MT and English state, "...the work of his hands..." and "...the operation of his hands...", but 4Q<sub>Isa</sub><sup>b</sup> and LXX state "...the works of his hand..." and "...the works of his hands..." 4Q<sub>Isa</sub><sup>b</sup> has †hand in the singular where the others have the plural, and 4Q<sub>Isa</sub><sup>b</sup> and LXX have the plural ‡"works" while ‡MT and English have the singular. Where English and MT have two distinct nouns describing two kinds of ‡"work," ‡LXX uses the same noun twice. The last verb, "to see" in Hebrew, "to consider" in English, and "to perceive" in Greek, is in the present tense in English and Greek, but in the perfect (past) in Hebrew. This is a matter of interpretation. Although a past tense translation for the perfect is more common, a translation in the present tense is perfectly valid if the context of the passage justifies the present tense.
MT Isa 5:13

בַּלָּה יֵלֵדָה נַעַם מִבְּרָאָהָּשְׁתָּהוּ

KJ and TBM are the same.

The differences between MT and 4QpIsa b deal with the word for dry, יְגוֹי, and some spelling differences. In 4QpIsa b, the word for dry has the form of a plural construct, but no such form is found in MT. A possible cause for the spelling in the scroll is that the scribe may have used the final yod to approximate the sound of the long sere and final ה of the singular construct form found in MT. If this is the case, then one might suspect the same phenomenon to occur in other similar readings. For example, this might mean that in Isa 5:12, 4QpIsa could be translated "work of" and therefore be in agreement with MT, and KJ, and TBM. (See section on Isa 5:12) English and Hebrew agree that captivity was due e to a lack of knowledge, but LXX explains further that captivity was d...on account of their not knowing their Lord...." Hebrew has "...his glory is men of hunger...," which generally translates as in KJ, "...their honorable men are famished...." In context this describes a condition that has a void of glory, but a condition in which the people are
just as anxious to find his glory as a hungry man is anxious to find food. This idea is expressed in what is called the prophetic future. The prophetic future is a future that is implied from context although the verb is actually in the perfect. English and Hebrew both express the idea that "...his crowd (or multitude) is dry of thirst...," perhaps thirst for his glory. In contrast, the Greek continues the idea of there being dead bodies "...on account of hunger and thirst for water..."
MT Isa 5:14

4QpIsa\textsuperscript{b} 5:14

LXX Isa 5:14

TEM 2 N 15:14

KJ Isa 5:14

Therefore, hell hath enlarged herself, and opened her mouth without measure; and their glory, and their multitude, and their pomp, and he that rejoiceth, shall descend into it.

KJ is equal to TEM.

Other than spelling differences which do not alter the meaning, there are two differences between MT and 4QpIsa\textsuperscript{b}. MT has \textsuperscript{a} ויהי (and rejoicing) and 4QpIsa\textsuperscript{b} has \textsuperscript{a} ויהי (rejoicing). The English translates the word as a verb "...and he that rejoiceth..." while LXX does not even have the idea of rejoicing. Most major English translations of the Hebrew, go to the present tense, "rejoiceth," as in KJ. But, the pointing in MT is not correct for a participle of a nonstative verb. A grammatical usage such as an adjective, or adverb would be more appropriately applied in rendering an English translation. The other major difference between MT and 4QpIsa\textsuperscript{b} is that MT has \textsuperscript{b} ויהי (in her) and 4QpIsa\textsuperscript{b} has \textsuperscript{b} ויהי ("coming" or "comes," as a participle, or "came," as a perfect). The Hebrew would therefore be either as in MT, "... and her pride, and her crowd and her noise shall descend, but rejoicing in it..." or "...coming rejoicingly..." as 4QpIsa\textsuperscript{b}.

Differing from the Hebrew, English has "their glory," etc.,
instead of "her glory" or "her pride." The Hebrew is clearly a noun with a כְּפָס pronoun suffix. However, since the antecedent of this pronoun may be נְבֹל (people), from verse 13, "their" in English is appropriate because "people" is a collective noun. Therefore, English and Hebrew are technically not literal to each other, but may be considered so if the requirements of English grammar are taken into account. The Greek leaves out these personal pronouns except in one case which agrees with the singular pronoun in Hebrew. The ideas expressed by the Greek nouns, however, differ from both Hebrew and English. The Greek says, "...and the esteemed ones, and the great ones and the wealthy ones and her pestilence will come down...." At the beginning of the verse, English and Hebrew have the adverb "therefore" while LXX leaves it out. English uses the reflexive in the phrase "...hell hath enlarged herself...." Rather than reflexive, Hebrew says, "...Sheol has made large her soul...," and Greek says, "...Hades has enlarged his soul...." (Hades is masculine, Sheol is feminine.) While English and Hebrew say, "...and opened her mouth without limit...," or "measure," the Greek uses a verb to express the idea of boundlessness, "...and opened his mouth to leave no gap...."
MT Isa 5:24

Therefore as the fire devoureth the stubble, and the flame consumeth the chaff, so their root shall be as rottenness, and their blossom shall go up as dust; because they have cast away the law of the Lord of Hosts, and despised the word of the Holy One of Israel.

KJ and TEM differ by KJ adding "so" and TEM not having "as" before the word "rottenness." As expected, since the italicized "so" in KJ probably indicates an interjection by the translators, "so" is not found in MT nor LXX. MT and LXX concord with KJ by using "as." However, the meaning of the comparable word for "rottenness" in LXX has to do with something light and porous—perhaps dust or the first wool or hair of young animals.

There are several differences between Hebrew, English, and Greek. The English inserts a definite article before "stubble" and "chaff." MT and LXX do not have the article. The Greek, however, also does not have an equivalent word for "chaff." Instead, it has "stubble" as the subject of both verbs, "...stubble will be burned..."
by hot embers of fire and it will be burned up by an unconstrained flame...." Translated as such, the impact of the Hebrew parallism has been softened and the Hebrew similes completely removed. Also, the nominative case of "stubble" in Greek does not jive with the equivalent Hebrew and English words that are found as objects. The expression "...tongue of fire..." is not found in English or Greek. But, Greek and Hebrew agree in that both languages have "fire" as the object of a prepositional phrase, and both show "fire" without a definite article. Contrary to this, English has "fire" in the nominative case with a definite article. English also shows a definite article before "flame," but MT and LXX are without the article. However, English and MT agree in having "flame" as the subject of the verb, whereas LXX has "flame" as a genitive object.
LXX Isa 5:25
καὶ ἐθυμάθη ὁ Κύριος σαβασᾶμεν ἐπὶ τὸν λαὸν αὐτοῦ, καὶ ἐπέβαλεν τὴν χείρα αὐτοῦ ἐπ᾽ αὐτοῦς καὶ ἐπά
tαξεν αὐτοὺς, καὶ παρασύνηθε τὰ ὅρη, καὶ ἐτενήθη τὰ ἐνθυσμαὶ
d αὐτῶν ὡς κοπρία ἐν μέσῳ ὅδου. Καὶ ἐν πάσι τοιοῦτοῖς ἀπ-
estράφη ὁ θυμὸς, ἀλλ' ἐπὶ ἡ χείρ ὅπηλή.

TEM 2 N 15:25
Therefore, is the anger of the Lord kindled against his people, and he hath stretched forth his hand against them, and hath smitten them; and the hills did tremble, and their carcases were torn in the midst of the streets. For all this his anger is not turned away, but his hand is stretched out still.

KJ Isa 5:25
Therefore is the anger of the Lord kindled against them, and he hath stretched forth his hand against them, and hath smitten them; and the hills did tremble, and their carcases were torn in the midst of the streets. For all this his anger is not turned away, but his hand is stretched out still.

KJ equals TEM.

4QpIsa b differs from MT in two ways: First, 4QpIsa b has a definite article before "τὰ ἁπάντα" (streets), and second, 4QpIsa b has ἀνασφάλεια where MT has ἀνασφάλεια. English agrees with 4QpIsa b. The English supports the definite article found in 4QpIsa b but LXX agrees with MT in not using the article. The second difference between MT and 4QpIsa b can be viewed in a couple of ways. If the scribe of 4QpIsa b simply left the waw out as an oversight, then MT and 4QpIsa b agree. If there was no oversight, then the word in 4QpIsa b is a verb in the perfect form and relates the idea of something having been cut. This verbal meaning would agree with the idea of the English, "were
torn." However, the pointing in MT clearly indicates the word is a noun beginning with an inseparable preposition and assimilated definite article. Contrary to the English, MT would then have to be rendered, "...as the dung in the middle of streets...." This idea agrees with LXX which reads, "...as a dunghill in the middle of a path...." However, LXX does not confirm the definite article before "dung" in MT, nor the plural "streets" found in English and Hebrew. But, the absence of a definite article before "streets" in MT is confirmed in LXX.

Concerning verb tenses, there is general agreement between LXX and English regarding the idea of a past action. However, the idea of a past action does not agree with the Hebrew in an interpretive sense. All but three of the verbs in Hebrew are imperfects with waw conservatives. The literal meaning would have to past in English. Of the three verbs that are not imperfects, two have perfect forms. But, between these perfect verbs is a sequence of waw conservatives in the imperfect which seem to dominate. In an interpretive sense, this dominating strength of the imperfect verbs seem to give the perfects the force of a prophetic perfect. That is, the perfects are written in a poetic sense as if a future action has already been completed. So in English, the past tense of the verbs agrees with the Hebrew as long as one keeps in mind that the future is implied in Hebrew context. Since LXX is in the past (aorist) tense, the actions in Greek would have to be translated as true past, competed actions.

The one verb that has explicit agreement between all three languages is the last verb in the verse. English and Hebrew have
"...is stretched out...," and LXX connects a nominative case noun and a nominative case adjective with the understood copula, "is," or "...is high-raised...."

Moving on to the remaining differences, the English and Greek agree with the plural number for "corpse" or "carcass," while the Hebrew has the singular. "Therefore" is found in English and Hebrew, but not in Greek. English and Hebrew have, "in" or "...for all this...," but Greek has, "...in all these (things)...."
This verse shows three differences between KJ and TBM. TBM takes the first phrase of KJ and puts it at the last of verse 28.

In this phrase, KJ adds "shall be." This helps put the phrase in closer parallel with the verbs of verse 29. TBM leaves the verb out, and thereby harmonizes the phrase with the last simile of verse 28.

The last difference between the English texts of verse 29 is that KJ supplies the neuter pronoun, "it," but TBM leaves "it" out. Both MT and LXX agree with KJ in locating the first phrase of verse 29 in verse 29. However, the verb in LXX is 3p present as opposed to the future in KJ. The first phrase in MT may either be read as it is in TBM (except that MT has "his roaring" rather than "their roaring.") or with an understood present tense copula. Literally, MT says, "...A roaring is to him as a lion...." To explain, if a roar is "to him," then a roar is his roar or "his roaring." As just mentioned, the plural pronoun "their" found in KJ and TBM is a 3ms pronoun in MT and is not found at all in LXX. The neuter, "it," referring to prey in KJ is a plural accusative pronoun in LXX which refers to the
"nations" in verse 26 or the "people" in verse 25. TM and MT agree by leaving out the pronoun.

The single word and letter of 4QpIsa is thought by conjecture to belong to Isa 5:29. The fragment is the same as an equivalent portion in MT.

MT has a definite article before "young lions," but English and Greek agree in leaving the article out. Greek is alone, however, in that "lions" precedes "lion." Hebrew and English agree by having three consecutive phrases in which the idea of roaring is expressed. The Greek puts the third phrase with the idea of seizing a wild beast or some other kind of prey in place of the idea of roaring, and also has the idea of rousing "...as lions...."

Hebrew and English agree with the future verbs in the second phrase, but the Greek uses a form which is an irregular 3s 2nd perfect form that translates as a recently completed past act. Hebrew and Greek agree in leaving out a definite article before "prey" or "wild beast," while English has the article. English is not supported in Greek nor Hebrew with the future verb "shall deliver." Hebrew has a hiphil participle used as a noun (deliverer) and Greek has a nominative case middle participle that is used as a noun (deliverer). But Greek does have the future verb "to be" with this participle, which brings the English, "shall deliver," and the Greek into alignment with each other.
MT Isa 5:30

4QpIsa \textsuperscript{b} 5:30

LXX Isa 5:30

TBM 2 N 15:30

KJ Isa 1:30

And in that day they shall roar against them like the roaring of the sea; and if they look unto the land, behold, darkness and sorrow, and the light is darkened in the heavens thereof.

KJ and TBM differ only on the subject of the verb "look."

KJ says "...if one look..." and TBM says, "...if they look...."

\textsuperscript{a}MT and KJ agree with the third singular subject. If the "if" clause in English is understood to imply something future, then the English has agreement with the \textsuperscript{a}verb tenses in Greek and Hebrew.

Next, MT and LXX agree with the third singular subject of "shall roar," as opposed to the third plural subject in English. English and Greek have the third plural object "them," while Hebrew has "him." English has definite articles in the phrase "...as the roaring of the sea...," but MT and LXX agree by leaving out the \textsuperscript{b}articles. The conjunction in English between \textsuperscript{d}"darkness" and "sorrow" is not substantiated in Greek nor Hebrew. Those translating to Greek apparently thought the second noun in MT was an adjective because LXX has "...And behold, severe darkness...," where MT and English have "...behold darkness and sorrow...." English and Hebrew agree with the idea of the light being darkened in the skies. The Greek mentions "darkness," but not that the darkness is in the skies.
The difference between KJ and TEM consists of a reversal of meaning. Where KJ says "...understand not..." and "...perceive not...," TEM says, "...they understood not..." and "...they perceived not...."

MT agrees more literally with KJ in one way, in that the Hebrew verbs have the 2p form as does KJ ("...Hear ye indeed..."). Contrarily, TEM uses the 3p form of the verbs. LXX agrees with KJ and MT with the ə2p forms. By interpretation, MT may agree with either KJ or TEM.

The Hebrew b negative particle is one of immediate, present negation, or of temporary negation that will occur and then cease in the near future. This allows the possible interpretations: "...ye shall not understand...," "...ye understand not...," or "...understand ye not..." (the imperfect is used rather than the imperative in negative commands).

Of these possible interpretations, KJ agrees with the imperative choice, LXX agrees with the future possibility and TEM agrees with the meaning expressed by the present tense, that is, at that very time in history the People in Judah "understood not."

English and Greek agree with c..."go and tell..." or "...go and say...," but MT has a d perfect verb with a waw conservative in
place of the second imperative verb found in Greek and English. MT would therefore translate, "...Go, and thou shalt say...." Hebrew and Greek also have "...to this people..." but English leaves out "to," which the English syntax obviates. The dative in Greek supplies the meaning "to."

The imperative and infinitives absolute in Hebrew may not be stretched to verify the comparable in the Greek translation. They are verified, however, in English. English has "...hear ye indeed...," and "...see ye indeed...," which literally follow the Hebrew infinitives absolute and the 2mp imperatives that are a part of these infinitives. On the other hand, Greek leaves out these imperatives and says, "...speak to this people, in hearing ye will hear but ye will not understand, and looking ye will look but will not see...."
MT Isa 8:7

LXX Isa 8:7

TBM 2 N 18:7

KJ Isa 8:7

KJ is equal to TBM.

The available fragment of 4QpIsa\(^c\) indicates only one difference between it and MT. MT has the plural \(^a\)"...his river beds..." but 4QpIsa\(^c\) has \(^a\)"...his river bed...." The English supports MT with the plural, "...his channels...," while the \(^a\)Greek agrees with 4QpIsa\(^c\) with the singular noun. In the last phrase, there is a similar occurrence of the Hebrew and English agreeing with a plural noun. Here, MT and English have \(^b\)"banks" while the Greek has the singular \(^b\)"wall." In both phrases, the Hebrew and English have \(^c\)3ms pronouns, while the Greek has \(^c\)2cp pronouns. The exclamatory expression "even," found in English is not verified in Hebrew nor Greek.
MT Isa 8:8

בְּזֵקֶן חַוֹדֶשׁ שִׁמְרָה לָעֶצֶם עִיּוֹן

4QpIsa\textsuperscript{c} 8:8

וְהָלָךְ[u] עַל כָּל נָנוּחַ וְלֹא יָשִׁיךְ לָהֶם

LXX Isa 8:8

καὶ ἀφελέει ἀπὸ τῆς θουδαίας ἀνθρω-

TBM 2 N 18:8

And he shall pass through Judah; he shall

overflow and go over, he shall reach even to the

neck; and the stretching out of his wings shall

fill the breadth of thy land, 0 Immanuel.

KJ Isa 8:8

And he shall pass through Judah; he shall

overflow and go over, he shall reach even to the

neck; and the stretching out of his wings shall

fill the breadth of thy land, 0 Immanuel.

KJ is equal to TBM.

4QpIsa\textsuperscript{c} differs from MT with two words. 4QpIsa\textsuperscript{c} has "shall be" in the plural third person, but MT has "shall be" in the singular third person. Here the English and Greek have singular subjects of the verb "to be" and therefore agree with MT. 4QpIsa\textsuperscript{c} has "his wing." The English agrees with MT on this word, and LXX doesn't use the word, wing, at all.

There are two differences between English and Hebrew. English uses the word "even" but the Hebrew word יד in this case is a preposition meaning "to," not the descriptive exclamation, "even."

The Greek agrees with the Hebrew in not using an exclamation. The other difference between Hebrew and English concerns the verb "to fill."

The English has "...shall fill the breadth..." which is a simple future tense of the verb. The Hebrew, however, has two separate verbs; first, the verb "to be" which has a waw conversive and in this case should be rendered as an imperfect; second, the verb "to fill" which has the
form of a kal infinitive construct. The two verbs together would translate, "...shall be...a filling of..." or more completely in context, "...and the stretching of his wings shall be full of the breadth of thy land..." The Greek agrees with the Hebrew and has a future "to be" verb plus the 1st aorist infinitive, "to fill."

Another word in Hebrew, שָטָפָה shataph, to overflow, is different from English when viewed technically and out of context. But, an interpretive viewpoint reveals that the Hebrew and English agree when the word is viewed in context with the rest of the verse. To explain, the verb, שָטָפָה shataph, is in the perfect form, but it comes between two other verbs which should be rendered as imperfects (waw conservative). In context, the word follows verse seven and the last verbs of verse seven should also be translated in the imperfect. It is possible that over the years scribal error resulted in elimination of the waw conservative. But, even if שָטָפָה shataph originally had no waw, the force of the four imperfects surrounding שָטָפָה shataph would tend to give it a force of the imperfects. In this sense, שָטָפָה וְאָבָר shataph we'avar (he overflowed and he will pass over) would indicate that the author was so certain that the king of Assyria would do the things that are described in verses seven and eight that he purposely inserted the perfect among the other imperfects to express his certainty that the things he mentioned would indeed occur.

The following outlines the remaining differences between English and Greek. Hebrew and English have, "...he shall pass through (or pierce) Judah..." while Greek reads, "...he shall take from Judah a man who shall be capable to lift up a head as it is possible to accomplish a certain thing...." Other than the mention of Judah,
the entire phrase is different from English and Hebrew. Another phrase which is unique to Greek is, "...and his encampments will be, in order that the breadth of thy place (or land) may be full...."

Hebrew and English express the idea that, "...the stretching forth of thy wings shall be full of the breadth of thy land...." Finally, the Greek translates literally, "$\ldots$God is with us..." rather than interpreting this as the proper name, Immanuel.
Associate yourselves, 0 ye people, and ye shall be broken in pieces; and give ear all ye of far countries; gird yourselves, and ye shall be broken in pieces; gird yourselves, and ye shall be broken in pieces.

KJ is equal to TEM. The small fragment of 4QpIsa\textsuperscript{c} is assigned to verse nine by conjecture and does agree with MT.

A major grammatical difference between the three language versions concerns the use of imperatives. All seven verbs in MT are 2mp imperatives. English agrees four times with Hebrew imperatives (\textsuperscript{a}"associate yourselves," \textsuperscript{b}"give ear," \textsuperscript{c}"gird yourselves," \textsuperscript{d}"gird yourselves") and Greek agrees four times (\textsuperscript{e}"be overcome," \textsuperscript{h}"learn ye," \textsuperscript{b}"hearken ye," \textsuperscript{g}"give way"). Where English has "...Associate yourselves..." MT and LXX agree with the imperative but do not have the reflexive. All three languages agree with the idea of \textsuperscript{b}"...hearken ye...." Where English and Hebrew repeat "...gird yourselves..." Greek has \textsuperscript{i}a nominative case perfect active plural participle and a \textsuperscript{1}2p 1st aorist subjunctive. The participle could translate "...mighty ones...." meaning mighty ones who have very recently become mighty, or continue to be mighty as indicated by the choice of the perfect.
The subjunctive is from the same root word but would either translate as a future, "...will be mighty..." or a present tense implying a single future act. Where LXX and MT have agreement between two other imperatives ("be overcome" in Greek and "shatter ye" or confound ye" in Hebrew) English has a future passive, "...ye shall be broken...." Although the form in LXX may also be a present subjunctive or present indicative, the context implies that the imperative, "be overcome," is correct. Continuing, Greek and English agree with a future passive for the last verb of the verse, while MT has a 2mp imperative again.

Another major difference between the texts deals with vocabulary and added ideas. The ideas between English and Hebrew are quite literally related except where indicated above, but the differences in LXX indicate that LXX was either translated from another text tradition or it reveals the interpretive views of the translator. For example, if LXX came from a source equal to MT, or the source for TBM, LXX fills in between the Hebrew lines and clearly presents the ultimatum to either give way and hearken to the Lord or "...ye will be overcome...." The Hebrew is simple "...gird yourselves and be ye shattered...." In other parts of the verse, LXX adds the verb "to learn," the participle, "mighty ones," an IMP"if" clause, and the adverb, "again."
MT Isa 9:11

אַרְּמֹת מְאַבָּדָה הַפְּלֵל לְעַמּוֹת אָרְם תְּשֵׁלֹם נָתַּן אֶת־אָרְם לְבָאְבִּי

4QpIsa\textsuperscript{c} 9:11

בְּכֶלֶל אֲנַשֶּׁה לְעַמּוֹת אָרְם, לְבָאְבֵי נָתַּן אֶת־אָרְם לְבָאְבִּי

LXX Isa 9:11

Συρίαν ἀφ' ἡλίου ἀνατολῶν ἀκαὶ τοὺς Ἑλληνοὺς ὑσιῶν τοὺς κατασθάνοντας ὑπὸν Ἰσραήλ ἄλωστὶ στόματι. Ἐπὶ τῶντος πάσην ὁ ἄγας ἀπεστράφθη ὁ θυμὸς, ἀλλ' ἐκ ἡς χειρ ὑψήλης.

TEM 2 N 19:12

The Syrians before and the Philistines behind; and they shall devour Israel with open mouth. For all this his anger is not turned away, but his hand is stretched out still.

KJ Isa 9:12

The Syrians before, and the Philistines behind; and they shall devour Israel with open mouth. For all this his anger is not turned away, but his hand is stretched out still.

KJ is equal to TEM.

MT and 4QpIsa\textsuperscript{c} differ over the word "all" or "every." MT has בָּאוּ and 4QpIsa\textsuperscript{c} has בָּלוּ. There is essentially no difference between the meaning of the two words. Since no pointing was used in 4QpIsa\textsuperscript{c}, the הֹלֶם was used to represent the vowel sound. With the introduction of pointing and accents, the הֹלֶם was replaced with the short qamets-hatuph.\textsuperscript{5} The maqoph joins "all" with the following word and throws its accent forward in a manner similar to the Greek proclitics. This leaves "all" a closed unaccented syllable which takes the short qamets vowel, which vowel is a short הֹלֶם.

English has the word "open" but LXX and MT leave it out.

LXX has a definite article before "whole" but there is no such article found in MT or English. English says "Syrians" but LXX has "Syria."

This is simply a matter of interpretation. "Aram" in MT may refer

\textsuperscript{5} Gesenius, op. cit., pp. 32-33.
to either the country, "Syria" or the "Syrians." English and Greek have b"the" before "Philistines" and "Greeks," but MT leaves out the article. English and Hebrew have "...they shall devour..." and c"...they devour..." or "...they devoured...," while LXX has the participle, c"...the ones devouring...:" English and Greek agree with the passive "...is not turned..." and d"...was not turned..." but MT does not have the passive. Here, the difference in tense is interpretive. That is, the Hebrew, shabb, may either be the perfect, "turned," or the present participle, "turns." English and Greek differ only in their selection of the possible interpretations. Hebrew and English agree on the verb, e"...is stretched out..." while LXX leaves out the verb and has an understood copula between the noun "hand" and the adjective, e"high-raised." English and MT have the singular demonstrative f"this," but LXX has the plural. English and Hebrew agree with g"Philistines," but Greek has g"Greeks." Finally, LXX differs from MT and English by describing east and west as h"...from a rising sun..." and "...from a setting sun..." English and Hebrew say h"...from before..." and "...from behind..."
MT Isa 9:14  

ירחאת מחבב

4QpIsa$^c$ 9:14  

LXX Isa 9:14  

τα πρόσωπα θυματίων και προφήτην διδάσκοντα ἁνομοὶ (οὕτος ἡ οὐρά).

TEM 2 N 19:15  

The ancient, he is the head; and the prophet that teacheth lies, he is the tail.

KJ Isa 9:15  

The ancient and honourable, he is the head; and the prophet that teacheth lies, he is the tail.

KJ and TEM differ on two words. KJ has "...and honourable...," but TEM does not. MT and LXX support KJ but state the idea differently. MT has "...one lifted up of face..." and LXX has "...the ones honoring their faces...." There is literal agreement between English and Hebrew for the remainder of the verse. MT and 4QpIsa$^c$ differ on the word, "he." MT has נלע but 4QpIsa$^c$ has נלע.

Looking more closely at the Greek, verse fourteen appears to be grammatically dependent on verse thirteen. Verse fourteen has "an elder," "the ones honoring," and "a prophet" in the accusative case without a verb in the verse to justify the accusative. However, in context with verse thirteen the accusatives become justified by the force of the verb "to take." Contrary to this approach, Hebrew and English have verse fourteen as a grammatical entity with two simple sentences explaining who the "head" and "tail" were. The Greek has confused the meaning found in MT in two ways: first, LXX has the demonstrative, "this," in two places rather than the personal pronoun, "he," which is found in MT and English. second, although verse thirteen refers specifically to the "head" being cut, LXX does not carry
forward the definition of the "head" as do MT and English. MT and English explain that the "head" is the elder who honors himself. In contrast, LXX changes the meaning of the "head" to the "first," "the origin" or "the beginning."

Another difference found in LXX is that MT and KJ have the idea of a one lifted up of countenance or honorable man in the singular, while LXX has the comparable word in the plural.
MT Isa 9:15

4QpIsa$^c$ 9:15

LXX Isa 9:15

TEM 2 N 19:16

KJ Isa 9:16

XJ is equal to TEM and MT is equal to the fragment of 4QpIsa$^c$.

English and Hebrew differ in several ways. The verb in MT is an imperfect with the waw consecutive, and therefore takes on the properties of the perfect. As a perfect tense it could be interpreted as a present tense as in English or a future as in $^a$Greek, but of these two possibilities found in English and Greek, the present tense in English is the more common. In the opening phrase, MT leaves out the object "them" which English supplies. However, the verbal construction in MT is a $^b$hiphil participle which requires an object. LXX also leaves out the object, but then the $^b$Greek verb does not necessarily require an object. In the second phrase, English has the plural "of them," but MT has the singular $^c$"of him." $^c$LXX agrees with the plural found in English.

There are several ways that LXX differs from similar Hebrew-English readings. LXX describes the $^d$"leaders" as $^d$"...the ones blessing..." There is no mention of "bless" in MT or English. LXX says, "...they lead astray $^e$in order that $^f$they swallow them...," where Hebrew simply states, "...the ones being led of him $^f$are destroyed..." MT makes no mention of the leaders specifically
having the objective of destroying the people. The verbs "to swallow" and "to destroy" are essentially the same since the basic root for the Hebrew verb means to swallow. However, the verb in \( ^{f}MT \) and English is passive as opposed to the active verb in \( ^{f}LXX \).
MT Isa 9:16

LXX Isa 9:16

4QpIsa\* 9:16

Therefore the Lord shall have no joy in their young men, neither shall have mercy on their fatherless and widows; for every one of them is a hypocrite and an evildoer, and every mouth speaketh folly. For all this his anger is not turned away, but his hand is stretched out still.

KJ Isa 9:17

Therefore the Lord shall have no joy in their young men, neither shall have mercy on their fatherless and widows; for every one is an hypocrite and an evildoer and every mouth speaketh folly. For all this his anger is not turned away, but his hand is stretched out still.

KJ and TBM differ in that KJ has, "...every one is an hypocrite..." MT has a pronominal suffix on the word "all" or "every" and therefore agrees with the object pronoun in TBM. There is no agreement, however, in number. The pronoun in TBM is 3mp while the pronoun in MT is 3ms. LXX agrees with KJ and has no pronoun.

The word "hypocrite" in English is interpretive. The Hebrew and Greek make no mention of hypocrite per se but refer to the "...law breakers..." and "...evil doers..." The remainder of the English texts agree.

Comparing the English to Hebrew further, it is noted that the English makes no mention of "mouth" as in "...every mouth speaks wickedness...." MT and LXX agree literally in the use of the word "mouth." English uses the noun "joy" as an object to the verb,
"to have," but MT and LXX both use the verb \(^c\)"rejoice." However, LXX has the verb in the passive, while the comparable verbs in MT and English are future indicatives.

Going on, English and Greek have \(...)their young men (or youths),\)..." and \(^d\)"their orphans and their widows...." However, MT has a \(^d\)\(^3\)ms pronoun in each of these three instances rather than the plural. \(^4\)QP\(\text{Isa}\)^c concords with the \(^3\)ms pronoun suffix found in MT. However, the noun "widow," in \(^4\)QP\(\text{Isa}\)^c is singular, while all of the other texts have the comparable noun in the plural.

English and MT have the singular demonstrative, \(^e\)"this," while \(^6\)LXX has the plural. Hebrew and English agree with the verb \(...)is stretching out..." or \(^f\)"is stretched out..." while LXX leaves out the verb and has an understood copula between the noun, "hand" and the adjective, \(^f\)"...high raised...." English and Greek agree with the passive verb \(...)is not turned..." and \(^g\)"...was not turned..." but MT does not have the passive. The difference here is in the possible interpretations of the tense of the Hebrew verb. This particular Hebrew verb, \(\text{shab},\) may either be the perfect,"turned," or the present participle,"turns."
MT Isa 9:17

For wickedness burneth as the fire; it shall devour the briers and thorns and shall kindle in the thickets of the forests, and they shall mount up like the lifting up of smoke.

LXX Isa 9:17

καὶ καυθῆσεται ως πῦρ ανομία καὶ ως ἀργωστὶς ἐπὶ βρασθῆσεται υπὸ πυρὸς καὶ καυθῆσεται εν τοῖς δάσει του δρυμοῦ καὶ συνκαταράγεται τὰ κυκλῳ τῶν βουνῶν πάντα.

TEB 2 N19:18

For wickedness burneth as the fire; it shall devour the briers and thorns, and shall kindle in the thickets of the forest, and they shall mount up like the lifting up of smoke.

KJ Isa 9:18

For wickedness burneth as the fire; it shall devour the briers and thorns, and shall kindle in the thickets of the forest, and they shall mount up like the lifting up of smoke.

Other than a difference in number, KJ is equal to TEB. KJ has the singular noun, "forest," while TEB has "forests." MT and LXX agree with the singular number.

MT and 4QpIsa⁰ differ with the verb יָאָשׁ, "to burn" or "kindle."

The fragment in 4QpIsa⁰ is a hiphil imperfect with a waw conservative, while in MT the verb is a kal imperfect. Both forms, however, could be translated as the verb "to kindle" or "to set on fire." The hiphil normally would take a direct object. The comparable verb in LXX does not require a direct object and as such agrees with MT and English.

Looking at the four verbs in the verse, several differences are noted. The Greek verbs are all passives, yet the English and Hebrew are all simple indicatives. English and Greek agree with the future tense for all of the verbs but the first one which the English
has as a present tense. MT has a perfect, two imperfects with waw conservatives that should be treated as perfects, and one imperfect. The last verb in MT is the chithpael form and therefore should translate as a reflexive. Greek and English do not have reflexives. English and Hebrew agree on the general meaning of this verb root, which is "to wind upward," but LXX uses the verb to devour or to eat up. LXX also has this verb in the singular, but the comparable verb in MT and English is plural.

The idea of everything being devoured "...round about the hills..." which is found in LXX is not found in MT or English. The comparable phrase in MT, d"...a swelling of smoke..." requires a simile to complete the context of the final Hebrew phrase. The English supplies the simile "as" but the Greek concords with the Hebrew by leaving it out. In a simple sentence, Hebrew and English convey the idea of the devouring of "briars and thorns," but the Greek has the idea of "dry grass" being devoured and states this idea in another simile not found in English or Hebrew. "Dry grass" is in the singular, however, which agrees with the singular of the comparable phrase in Hebrew. The English has the plural.

Finally, there is a definite article before "fire" in English, but "fire" is indefinite in LXX and MT.
MT Isa 9:18

4QpIsa\(^c\) 9:18

LXX Isa 9:18

TEM 2 N 19:19

KJ Isa 9:19

KJ is equal to TEM.

The only difference between 4QpIsa\(^c\) and MT is with the word "יָרָה" (to be burned). It is hypothesized that the comparable fragmentary word of 4QpIsa\(^c\) is the same as 1QIsa\(^a\) or, לֹחַ . As such, the phrase would read, "...By the wrath of the Lord of Hosts the land broke them down...." This would carry forward the analogy from verse 17 which refers to the wicked being destroyed as the land is destroyed. However, it is possible that this verb is simply a scribal error and that the original verb is the word found in MT, which carries forward the idea from verse 17 of the land burning up.

The English and "Greek support the idea of the land burning or being darkened as opposed to the idea of the breaking down of the land.

Going on to other differences, the English says "...is the land darkened...," the Greek, "...has been burned up...," and MT, "...was burned...." It is possible these differences are interpretive differences. For example, in translating from something equal to MT, the translators of KJ were working with a perfect verb
of completed action ("to burn") and two imperfect verbs of incomplete actions. These translators apparently interpreted the perfect verb, which may translate in either the past, present, or future, as a present tense verb. Hence, it is a statement of fact that by means of "...the wrath of the Lord of Hosts is the land darkened...." Of course, this interpretation of the perfect is grammatically valid,6 but so is the interpretation of the Hebrew verb found in LXX. The Greek translators interpreted the verb וָּדַע (was burned) as a niphal perfect or passive past and translated literally to Greek with the passive perfect form of the verb. Thus the Greek describes the act of burning as something that had been completed in the past. Hebrew often needs to be read in context to get the true meaning. It appears that the English is nearer to MT in this case than is LXX. Apparently the Greek translators disregarded the force of the imperfetcs and the prophetic force of the passage when viewed in context with the preceding and following passages. However, out of context, the Greek verb is literal to the Hebrew verb and the English verb is incorrect.

Continuing the differences, English and Greek both have a 3s verb, b"...he will not show mercy..." while bMT has the verb in the plural. Hebrew and English agree with the idea that the people will be as a "fuel" or food for a fire, while LXX says "...the people will be as c"having been burned by fire...." Hebrew and LXX do not have a definite article before d"fire," while English does. English and Greek have e"his brother," but MT has e"his brothers."

MT Isa 9:19

4QpIsa<sup>c</sup> 9:19

LXX Isa 9:19

TEM 2 N 19:20

KJ Isa 9:20

KJ and TEM are the same.

MT and 4QpIsa<sup>c</sup> differ over the word, a"...to be satisfied...."

Allegro explains that the comparable word in the scroll appears to be

\textit{višbat} (he will cease). However, there is a large tav written over

the last two letters. 16 This leaves two possible renditions for the

scroll. First, the one suggested by Allegro "...and he will not

 cease...." Second, "...but let him not drink...." This possibility

could be derived from the apocopated form of \textit{višthe} (he will drink)

which then becomes the jussive, "let him drink." Neither one of these

possibilities is confirmed in the other texts. MT, LXX, and English

all have the verb a"to satisfy." However, LXX confirms the third

person singular found in 4QpIsa<sup>c</sup>, while English and MT have the plural.

The first verb in English is "to snatch," but the basic root

in MT means to cut, divide, or to \textit{be}at. The Greek also differs with

\textsuperscript{16}Allegro, op. cit., p. 17.
the idea of turning aside. The remainder of English is equivalent to MT.

Hebrew and English have "... they shall eat..." in the final phrase of the verse. Rather than the plural third person future, LXX has a present participle in the singular; LXX has "man" as the subject of the verb, while the subject in MT and English is the pronoun, "they," which is an inherent part of the 3mp verb in Hebrew. At first glance, it appears that LXX differs from Hebrew and English over the second preposition, "on." However, this Hebrew word also has the meanings "against" and "because," which are the words selected by the Greek translators.

In this verse, TBM confirms the verbs in MT as opposed to the alternative choice in 4QpIsa. The Greek text is also shown to be reliable except in the case of the last verb.
MT Isa 9:20

4QpIsa° 9:20

LXX Isa 9:20

TEM 2 N 19:21

KJ Isa 9:21

There is one difference between KJ and TEM. KJ has a conjunction, "...and they together..." and TEM has "...they together..." MT does not have a conjunction. LXX does not have the conjunction "and" but does have the conjunction "because."

4QpIsa° has הֹוֹדִירָה and MT has הֹוֹדִירָה. Both translate, "together."

There are several differences between MT and English. MT has an understood copula in the phrase, "...together they against Judah..." The normal translation is present tense, "...they are against Judah..." The English puts the phrase in the future, which agrees with the future indicative found in bLXX.

English and °MT have the singular demonstrative, "this," while °LXX has the plural. Hebrew and English agree with the passive verb "...is stretching out..." or "...is stretched out..." while LXX leaves out the verb and has an understood copula between
the noun, "hand" and the adjective, "high-raised." English and Greek agree with the passive verb "...is not turned..." and "...was not turned..." but MT does not have the passive form of the verb. This particular Hebrew verb, "shav," has the same form for the perfect, "turned," or the present participle, "turns." The inclusion of a verb in the first phrase makes the Greek unique from the other accounts. LXX carries forward the idea of "...eating flesh..." from verse 19 and says, "...For Manasseh will eat of Ephraim..." No comparable verb is found in MT and English.
MT Isa 10:12

4QpIsa\textsuperscript{c} 10:12

LXX Isa 10:12

TEM 2 N 20:12

KJ Isa 10:12

Wherefore it shall come to pass that when the Lord hath performed his whole work upon Mount Zion and upon Jerusalem, I will punish the fruit of the stout heart of the king of Assyria, and the glory of his high looks.

Wherefore it shall come to pass, that when the Lord hath performed his whole work upon Mount Zion and on Jerusalem, I will punish the fruit of the stout heart of the king of Assyria, and the glory of his high looks.

TEM has "...upon Jerusalem..." and KJ has "...on Jerusalem...."

This difference is insignificant because both prepositions mean essentially the same thing. There are also several prepositions in Hebrew that could mean the same thing. It is therefore impossible to determine whether or not the prepositions from which the English came were the same.

MT has "ד and 4QpIsa\textsuperscript{c} has כ. This difference could indicate a change in pronunciation, that is, a dropping of a glottal stop.

The difference cannot be shown in a translation to Greek and English.

The English differs in two ways from Hebrew. English has "...the glory of his high looks..." and MT has "...the glory of the height of his eyes...." Here, English has "looks" for כ"eyes," and and adjective, "high," instead of the noun, כ (height). LXX has the same as MT.
Rather than "...his work...," which is in MT and TBM, LXX leaves out the possessive pronoun and has a participle and a plural adjective, "...doing all things...." English and Hebrew have the first person, "...I will punish...," while LXX has, "...he will lead on...." There is actually no difference in the meaning of the verbs, here, because all of the texts describe a type of punishment of the king of Assyria. In describing this punishment, English and Hebrew explain that the punishment will be on "...the fruit of the great heart of the king...," whereas, LXX indicates the punishment is "...against the great mind, the ruler...." The appositive in Greek is not in the other texts. LXX leaves out the word "fruit," and has "mind," in place of "heart."

Where KJ differs in two instances from MT, TBM follows KJ. This might indicate that there was a degree of reliance on KJ in translating TBM.
MT Isa 10:13

For he saith, By the strength of my hand and by my wisdom I have done these things; for I am prudent; and I have moved the borders of the people, and have robbed their treasures, and I have put down the inhabitants like a valiant man.

4QpIsa 10:13

There are three interpretive differences between KJ and TBM.

The first difference concerns plurality. KJ has the singular, "...it..." while TBM has "...these things...." Either way could be correct. MT and LXX do not have the objects. However, the context in MT and LXX requires the reader to understand that an object to the verb is intended. The second difference concerns the syntax of the verse. The order in KJ is "strength," verb, "wisdom,"-- "...By the strength of my hand I have done it, and by my wisdom...." But, TBM has "...By the strength of my hand and by my wisdom I have done these things...." The syntax in KJ is literal with MT and also aligns with the basic syntactical structure of LXX. The third difference is over the word "borders." This difference is completely interpretive because it simply reflects the prerogative
of the translators to select one word among several possibilities that express the same idea. In this case the idea has to do with border, margin, limit, bound etc. The idea expressed in MT, KJ, TEB, and LXX is the same in this case.

4QpIsa has נל and MT has כי. These both may translate "as" in English.

English and MT have the ideas of "...I am prudent..." and "...as a valiant man..." but LXX leaves out both of these ideas. However, בנה in MT translates into "...I was knowing..." and the English has "...I am prudent...." The difference in tense is interpretive since the Hebrew verb in this case is a passive perfect and may be put into the tense that the translator feels is the most representative of the context of the passage. The idea "...as a valiant man..." may or may not be a literal translation of the Hebrew. As indicated by the qere in MT, some feel this word should be קַבִּיר which normally translates as an adjective meaning great or mighty. The position of this word, however, is the position of a noun. Hence, the word has come to mean a vigorous man or hero. MT and English agree with this latter meaning.

LXX and English differ in tense over the remaining four verbs. The verbs are all future tenses in the Greek but past tenses in English. There is more literal agreement between English and MT since the verbs in MT are perfects (two as imperfects with waw conservatives) and perfects normally translate in the past. The choice between the tenses is an interpretive judgment.

The last verb in LXX means "to shake," but this meaning is not associated with the comparable verb in MT. MT and English
agree here on the meaning, "to put down" or "bause to descend."

MT and English both have the idea of the theft of "treasures;"
but LXX indicates that the theft is of "power."
MT Isa 10:19

And the rest of the trees of his forest shall be few, that a child may write them.

LXX Isa 10:19

καὶ οἱ καταλείπθεντες αὐτῶν ἔσονται ἀριθμὸς, καὶ παιδίον γράψει αὐτοὺς.

TEM 2 N 20:19

And the rest of the trees of his forest shall be few, that a child may write them.

KJ Isa 10:19

And the rest of the trees of his forest shall be few, that a child may write them.

TEM and KJ are equal.

English has "trees" but MT has "tree." English and MT agree by having the idea of "tree" but LXX disagrees by leaving out the word "tree." The plurality of the Hebrew verb, "to be," can not be shown in English, but it can in Greek. LXX has the verb "to be" in the plural and thereby agrees with MT. In MT, the subject of the verb "to be" is singular. The English also has the singular form, but the Greek has the subject in the plural form to agree with its plural verb.

The fragments of 4QpIsaε may or may not be from verse 19. The verse is actually missing from the recovered fragments. But, based on the presence of verse 20 which follows, verse 19 is assumed to have been in the intervening space.
MT Isa 10:20

LXX Isa 10:20

And it shall come to pass in that day, that the remnant of Israel, and such as are escaped of the house of Jacob, shall no more again stay upon him that smote them, but shall stay upon the Lord, the Holy One of Israel, in truth.

KJ Isa 10:20

And it shall come to pass in that day, that the remnant of Israel, and such as are escaped of the house of Jacob, shall no more again stay upon him that smote them; but shall stay upon the Lord, the Holy One of Israel, in truth.

KJ and TBM are the same. The difference between 4QpIsa and MT amounts to a spelling difference that cannot be reflected in English or Greek.

The English phrase, "...such as..." is not found in MT or in LXX. The English has the future indicative, "...shall stay..." in two instances where a passive voice may be translated in Hebrew and Greek. MT has the passive niphal infinitive construct and a niphal perfect, and LXX has the verb "to be" with participles that serve as verbal nouns. It seems inconsistent here that the Greek participle is a perfect participle, which denotes something having just occurred and perhaps still occurring in the present, while the verb "to be" is in the future tense in one case, and a present subjunctive with future implications in the other case. The
English explains that the escaped of Jacob will no longer "...stay upon him that smote them...." The plural object, "them," agrees with the Greek, but MT has the singular object, "him." Concerning this same phrase, a more literal translation of MT would be, "...the one smiting him...." This agrees more closely with the LXX reading, "...the ones doing them wrong...." "...Upon him..." is not literal from MT nor LXX. However, English and MT do agree on the singular subject for the verb, "to smite," while LXX has the verb in a plural form. The English further agrees with MT by having a compound subject, "remnant of Israel," and "escaped of Jacob," for the verb "to stay." LXX has a separate verb for each subject. MT has two verbs as does LXX, but English combines these two verbs into one by putting the word "more" with the verb, "to stay." Here, the word "more" supplies the idea of the Hebrew verb, to continue. Such a combining of verbs can be done because the second verb, and infinitive, is dependent on the first verb, which is conjugated. Since there is dependence, the same compound subject applies to both verbs. So, LXX differs from MT by conjugating the infinitive and assigning the second half of the compound subject to that verb. English keeps the compound subject, but combines the two verbs into one.
MT Isa 10:21

4QpIsa⁶ 10:21

LXX Isa 10:21

TBM 2 N 20:21

KJ Isa 10:21

KJ and TBM differ over the word "yea." KJ leaves it out. MT and LXX leave it out. English has "the remnant" as does⁶ LXX, but MT leaves out the definite article.

The verb in LXX is⁶ "will be" but the verb in English and Hebrew is "shall return." Hebrew and English have the parallel poetic, "...a remnant shall return, even the remnant of Jacob...," but LXX has a simple statement that, "...the remnant of Jacob will be...."

LXX has a conjunction "and" beginning the verse, but MT and English do not.

The fragmentary portions of ⁴QpIsa⁶,⁷ are equal to each other and to MT. The reconstructed part of the Cave IV fragments for this verse has "Jacob" spelled with a full holem. This reconstruction differs from MT because of the absence of pointing in the scrolls.
MT Isa 10:22

כִּי אָסִירֵיהּ הַיָּדָן, יִשְׂרָאֵל אֶת בְּרָכוֹת אֱלֹהִים חָנוּן לָהּ;
כִּי אָסִירֵיהּ הַיָּדָן, יִשְׂרָאֵל אֶת בְּרָכוֹת אֱלֹהִים חָנוּן לָהּ;

4QpIsa\textsuperscript{c} 10:22

כִּי אָסִירֵיהּ הַיָּדָן, יִשְׂרָאֵל אֶת בְּרָכוֹת אֱלֹהִים חָנוּן לָהּ;

4QpIsa\textsuperscript{a} 10:22

כִּי אָסִירֵיהּ הַיָּדָן, יִשְׂרָאֵל אֶת בְּרָכוֹת אֱלֹהִים חָנוּן לָהּ;

LXX Isa 10:22

καὶ οὖν γένοιται λαὸς Ἰσραὴλ ὡς ὁ ὅμοιος τῆς θαλάσσης, τὸ κατάλειμμα αὐτῶν σωθήσεται λόγων γὰρ συντελέσων καὶ συντέλεσων ἐν δικαιοσύνῃ.

TEM 2 N 20:22

For though thy people Israel be as the sand of the sea, yet a remnant of them shall return; the consumption decreed shall overflow with righteousness.

KJ 10:22

For though thy people Israel be as the sand of the sea, yet a remnant of them shall return: the consumption decreed shall overflow with righteousness.

KJ is equal to TEM.

4QpIsa\textsuperscript{c} differs from MT over the word, "thy people." Davidson notes that הַיָּדָן is simply another spelling for the same word found in MT.\textsuperscript{7} So, there is no difference in meaning between MT and the scroll. 4QpIsa\textsuperscript{a} differs from MT in two ways. First, MT begins with the particles דָּק לָכְלַכ which translate "for though" or "that if." Following the particles is the subjunctive of "to be." Gesenius explains that the Hebrew subjunctive is expressed by the imperfect prefixed by a particle signifying "that."\textsuperscript{8} Contrary to MT, 4QpIsa\textsuperscript{a}

---


\textsuperscript{8}Gesenius, op. cit., p. 313.
begins with בָּנָה (if) followed by the perfect of "to be." This translates "...if thy people are..." or "were." English and MT are literal to each other. LXX expresses the subjunctive of MT but has the equivalent "if" particle found in 4QpIsa. The second difference between MT and 4QpIsa is that the scroll has a conjunction before "overflowing" and MT has no conjunction. English agrees with MT while LXX agrees with 4QpIsa by inserting a conjunction between the last two verbs.

English differs from MT by including "yet" and "of them" and by leaving out "in it" or "by him." LXX agrees with English with "of them," but leaves out "by him." MT has a present active participle for "shall overflow," and leaves out the preposition, "with."

However, Hebrew idiom sometimes requires such prepositions in an English translation. Another possibility in MT, is that the participle, "overflowing," may be a verbal adjective modifying "righteousness." LXX and English both indicate this is the case here by including a preposition before "righteousness." LXX does not concur with either MT or English in the remainder of the last portion of the verse. It has, "...For (He) completes and cuts short a word in righteousness...."

LXX differs further from MT and English by beginning with a conjunction that is not found in MT nor English. LXX has the people" for "thy people," and the verb "to save" for "to return."

---

MT Isa 10:23

James 4:13

LXX Isa 10:23

TEM 2 N 20:23

KJ Isa 10:23

KJ has the phrase "...the midst of...," but TEM completes the verse without the phrase. MT agrees with KJ, but LXX agrees with TEM.

4QpIsa has יְהוָה (Lord) while MT has יהוה. The difference in orthography is due to the lack of pointing in the scrolls.

There is no word for "even" in Hebrew nor Greek. There is a conjunction (and, also, then, yet, or therefore) before the verb "to decide" or "determine" in MT, but English and Greek do not have the conjunction.

In Greek, the Lord is "cutting short" his word, but English and Hebrew indicate the Lord is making destruction in the earth. Here, the choice of vocabulary in English and Hebrew is similar ("consumption" in English, and "destruction" in Hebrew). However, the verb "to do" in MT is an active participle, but LXX and English both have the future active indicative.
MT Isa 10:24

Therefore, thus saith the Lord God of Hosts:
O my people that dwellest in Zion, be not afraid of the Assyrian; he shall smite thee with a rod, and shall lift up his staff against thee, after the manner of Egypt.

KJ is the same as TEM.

The fragments of 4QpIsa$^a$ are equal to MT. 4QpIsa$^c$ differs from MT only in the style used to write a$^a$ holem. This would not cause any change in a translation going from Hebrew to Greek and English.

English and Hebrew are equivalent to each other. The word "saith" in English is actually a perfect in$^b$ MT. However, the present tense in English is justified in an idiomatic sense. The Greek also has a$^b$ present tense.

The Greek has several differences that are not found in English and Hebrew. LXX has two first person verbs where English and Hebrew have the third person. These are$^b$ "...the Lord God of Hosts saith..." and$^c$ "...he shall lift his staff upon him..." This$^c$ verb is also
found in Greek in the present tense, while English has a future and Hebrew an imperfect. Other differences are also found in these two phrases. The Greek leaves out an equivalent for the name, "Jehova," found in English and Hebrew. The equivalent in English is "God." The Greek has "a blow" or "strike" rather than "staff." Hebrew and English also have the possessive pronoun, "his," modifying this noun, but Greek has no pronoun. Continuing to other differences, LXX inserts the word, "because," where the other texts do not cite a reason for the actions expressed in this verse. Hebrew and English have the 3ms imperative, "fear not," while Greek has the genitive, "not of fear," which implies the imperative in context. LXX inserts the verb "to see," before the phrase, "...the way of Egypt...." English and MT do not have this verb.

Once again TEM confirms MT over the differences in LXX. TEM also relies again on certain idioms found in KJ such as, "saith" and "Lord God."
MT Isa 10:25

4QpIsa\(^a\) 10:25

LXX Isa 10:25

TEM 2 N 20:25

KJ Isa 10:25

KJ and TEM are the same and are fairly literal to MT.

However, there are possibilities of variant interpretations of the Hebrew. For example, a possible literal translation of MT is,

"...For yet a very little while, and the indignation shall cease, and mine anger in their destruction...." This reveals two explicit differences from English. First, in MT "wrath" is indefinite, but English has the equivalent, "indignation" with a definite article. LXX also has a definite article here, but this is more likely a possessive article which gives the meaning, "my anger." English and LXX are still closer, though, by virtue of the noun being definite in both texts. Second, English has the preposition "in" but MT does not. Here LXX is closer to MT with the preposition "on" or "against" because the basic meaning of the Hebrew preposition is "upon" or "over." "Concerning" is also a possibility for the Hebrew.

In English, the last two phrases are understood to belong to the same verb. That is, "the indignation" and "mine anger" are to cease. This is literal to the Hebrew translation above. However, the Greek has a verb for each phrase. It states, "...my anger will
cease but my wrath is against their design...." The copula in the second phrase is understood from context. It appears here that the Greek is unique in its use of verbs. However, it is possible to make a similar translation from MT by understanding that a copula was intended. Thus, MT could also read, "...and wrath will cease, but my anger is upon their destruction...." With this translation, English is unique.

The last noun in Greek alters the meaning of the verse to the idea of the Lord being against whatever the Israelites enemies' plan or "design" might be even though the Lord's anger was to come to an end. Contrary to this, MT and English keep the noun, "destruction," which in the context of the verse allows the interpretation of the Lord's anger coming to an end as the Israelites' enemies meet their destruction.

The fragmentated portions of 4QpIsa are equal to MT.
MT Isa 10:26

4QpIsa\textsuperscript{a} 10:26

LXX Isa 10:26

TEM 2 N 20:26

KJ Isa 10:26

KJ and TEM are equal for this verse.

\textsuperscript{a} has one verb that differs from MT. MT has \textsuperscript{a}

which is a pilel \textit{ýms} perfect with a waw conservative. \textsuperscript{a} has

the same verb in the imperfect form with a waw conservative. MT

would normally be translated as a future tense, which agrees with

the future found in English and \textsuperscript{a} Greek. It is possible that the

difference in the scroll is due to a literary change that might

have been in process. It could be that these scrolls were written

from memory by someone unaware of the phenomenon of the waw

conservative. If this were the case, the individual writing down the

scripture would have resorted to expressing the idea of a future by

the only means left to him, which would have been the imperfect.

Or he might have viewed the verse as something that had already

occurred and therefore used the waw conservative with an imperfect
to express a completed action. However, by today’s knowledge of the

grammar, the verb in the scroll and the verb in MT are direct opposites.
in tense.

The ideas in English are literal with MT, while LXX has ideas and interpretations different from English and MT. LXX replaces b"...Lord of Hosts..." with b"...God...," c"...by the rock of Oreb..." with c"...in a place of distress...," d"...his rod..." with d"...his wrath...," and the reference to the drowning of the Egyptians in the Red Sea with the statement that "...his wrath is on the path, the one by the sea toward the road, the one by Egypt..." In this statement, LXX leaves out the verb, 'Nšš ("...and he shall raise it...," the rod). The Hebrew word 77 can refer either to the mode or manner that something is done or to a road. The latter interpretation is in LXX while English has the other meaning. LXX also refers to a path by the sea, but MT and English make no mention of this path. Finally, English and MT have the singular object e"him," but LXX has the plural, e"them."

Although the ideas in English are literal to MT, there are two technical differences. First, English makes a simile out of the last half of the verse with the words "as" and "so," but MT says directly, "...and his staff is upon the sea, and he shall raise it according to the manner of Egypt..." LXX also leaves out the simile. Second, the copula in MT and LXX is understood and would normally be translated in the present tense, but the verb in English is past tense, "...his rod was..."
MT Isa 10:27

καὶ ἐστὶν ἡ ἡμέρα ἡ ἐκείνη ἀφαίρεθεται τὸ φόβος αὐτοῦ ἀπὸ σοῦ καὶ ὁ ζυγὸς αὐτοῦ ἀπὸ τοῦ ὕμων σου, καὶ καταφθαρθεῖσαι ὁ ζυγὸς ἀπὸ τῶν ὑμων ὑμῶν.

4QpIsa\(^a\) 10:27

καὶ ἐστιν ἡ ἡμέρα ἡ ἐκείνη ἀφαίρεθεται καὶ ἐστιν ὁ ζυγὸς αὐτοῦ ἀπὸ τοῦ ὑμου σου καὶ καταφθαρθεῖσαι ὁ ζυγὸς ἀπὸ τῶν ὑμων ὑμῶν.

LXX Isa 10:27

And it shall come to pass in that day that his burden shall be taken away from off thy shoulder, and his yoke from off thy neck, and the yoke shall be destroyed because of the anointing.

TEM 2 N 20:27

And it shall come to pass in that day, that his burden shall be taken away from off thy shoulder, and his yoke from off thy neck, and the yoke shall be destroyed because of the anointing.

KJ Isa 10:27

And it shall come to pass in that day, that his burden shall be taken away from off thy shoulder, and his yoke from off thy neck, and the yoke shall be destroyed because of the anointing.

KJ and TEM are identical, and 4QpIsa\(^a\) and MT are identical.

English and Greek have the passive verb, "...shall be taken...", but the Hebrew verb, "...to turn aside...", is not passive. The verb in LXX is actually an aorist passive tense according to Smyth.\(^{10}\)

But in the context of the other future verbs of the passage, it seems that this verb was intended to be future also, especially since the ending is a future passive indicative ending.

English and Hebrew agree by giving a reason for the yoke being destroyed. LXX mentions no reason. However, the reason in English is "...the anointing...", while the basic meaning of \(^b\)shemen is fatness or fat. Shemen may also mean oil or ointment and it appears that this meaning has been construed to mean anointing. This may very well be legitimate, but the basic meaning is still fatness. It has been

suggested that *fatness* is a direct parallel with *yoke*. Slotki explains that "as the increasing fatness of an animal would burst the yoke on its neck, so would Israel's renewed vigour and prosperity break down all foreign oppression."\(^1\)

LXX differs from MT and English in three other instances. LXX has "...his fear..." being taken ^d^"...from thee...." MT and English have "...his burden..." being removed from ^d^"...thy shoulder...." MT and English have ^e^"...thy neck..." rather than repeat "thy shoulder" a second time.

MT Isa 10:28

4QpIsa\textsuperscript{a} 10:28

LXX Isa 10:28

TEM 2 N 20:28

KJ Isa 20:28

KJ and TEM are identical.

4QpIsa\textsuperscript{a} has \textit{לן} (to or unto) for \textit{לע} (upon or to) in MT. Because of the similar meanings of these two Hebrew prepositions, it cannot be determined whether the comparable Greek and English preposition is from the scroll or MT. 4QpIsa\textsuperscript{a} has \textit{יותע} (Aiathah), which could either have the old accusative ending, meaning "toward Aiath," or it could have the feminine ending. The accusative is unlikely because the directional preposition already precedes the noun. The scribe more likely learned the name of this city as a feminine noun. MT has the noun without the feminine ending, and English and Greek do not have the feminine ending in the translation of 'Aiathah.

Technically speaking, MT and English do not agree over the tense of the last verb. This Hebrew verb, being an imperfect, normally translates as a future. Such a future translation agrees with the future found in \textit{εἰς} Greek. However, by interpretation the verse may be understood to be in reference to something that already has happened and therefore a past tense, as in English, may be appropriate.
At this point, if a future idea is still intended, the concept of the prophetic perfect may be applied to the English text and the perfects in MT. For the last noun of this verse, Hebrew and Greek agree on the idea of "baggage," while English has "carriage."

Greek is unique in several ways. LXX has three conjunctions, while there are none in MT and English. The first two verbs of Greek are future tenses and do not agree literally with MT and English. However, there may be agreement with Hebrew if, by interpretation, the prophetic perfect applies. In this case, English is unique. These two verbs are found in the passive voice in English, but no passive is indicated in Greek and Hebrew. The last difference in LXX is that the names of the cities are not transliterated literally from Hebrew to Greek, but they are to English. The actual location and history of these cities is unknown. This means that the decision as to which names are correct rests mainly on conjecture.
MT Isa 10:29

$LXX$ Isa 10:29

$4QpIsa^a$ 10:29

$LXX$ Isa 10:29

$TBM$ 2 N 20:29

$KJ$ Isa 10:29

KJ has "Ramah" and $TBM$ has "Ramath." Both Greek and Hebrew are equivalent to $KJ$.

The scroll in Cave IV and MT differ over one word. $4QpIsa^a$ has לְם , which is a poetic contraction meaning "to them." The contraction in MT means $^a$"to us." The translation of MT would be then, "...shelter is (or was) to us..." or more idiomatically, "...we had shelter...." The translation of the scroll would be "...shelter is to them...." The English agrees with the third person found in $4QpIsa^a$. It is also possible that the word in MT is a 3cp perfect of the verb $^a$"to lodge" or "to pass the night." If one translates the word in question as a 3cp perfect verb, the English then agrees with MT and not with the scroll. LXX does not mention the idea of lodging.

The English says, "...Ramath is afraid...." LXX has the $^b$verb in the future. By interpretation, English and Greek may agree with the perfect found in MT, but English and Greek may not agree with each other. The last verb in MT may also agree with the English,
"...is fled..." by interpretation, but literally, this Hebrew 
verb
is active, not passive. LXX does not mention the idea of fleeing.

The first verb in d Greek is a 3cs verb, but the verbs in

MT and English are 3cp. The city of Aggai or Aiath is not mentioned

in MT nor English. MT and English refer to the city, Geba, but

LXX does not. LXX names Ramah, the "...city of Saul..." and does

not mention the city, Gibeath- shaul, as if Ramah and Gibeah are the

same. Contrary to this, MT and English refer to Ramah as a city

separate from Gibeath- shaul.
MT Isa 10:30

4QpIsa a 10:30

LXX Isa 10:30

TEM 2 N 20:30

KJ Isa 10:30

KJ has "...thy voice..." while TEM has "...the voice...."

LXX does not mention "voice." KJ agrees with aMT.

The only difference between MT and 4QpIsa a regards the pronomial suffix to the word, "voice." By the fact that 4QpIsa a has any suffix at all, places the scroll, MT and KJ in mutual agreement. However, the meaning of the suffix in 4QpIsa a is grammatically nonexistent.

The second verb in English is a passive voice, but MT has a bHiphil imperative rather than the passive Hophal. LXX has the future middle acting as the future active.

Greek differs from MT and English in several other ways. The first verb in Greek is c"to flee" rather than "to rejoice" or "to lift up." This same verb is a future indicative in Greek, but an imperative in the other texts. The Greek has "...Anathoth will listen....," without reference to the idea of d"poor." On the other hand, MT and English do not have the verb b"to listen" associated with the noun, Anathoth, but do mention "poor."
MT Isa 10:31

4QpIsa\(^a\) 10:31

LXX Isa 10:31

TBM 2 N 20:31

KJ Isa 10:31

Madmenah is removed; the inhabitants of Gebim gather themselves to flee.

KJ and TBM are identical, as are 4QpIsa\(^a\) and MT.

The first verb in English is passive, but the \(^a\)verb form in MT and LXX is active. However, one of the possible meanings of the Greek verb is, "to be displaced." Since this meaning is inherently passive, there could be agreement between English and LXX. With this translation of Greek, LXX and English agree on the meaning of this verb, while the verb in MT means "to flee." The English mentions that the inhabitants "...gather themselves..." MT and LXX do not have the idea of gathering. The last verb in English is an infinitive but \(^b\)MT has a 3cp perfect hiphil. LXX does not have a separate verb here.

LXX has only one verb for the two phrases in the verse, while MT and English have a verb for each phrase. LXX separates the phrases with a \(^c\)conjunction. The transliteration of the cities is not literal from Hebrew to Greek, but it is from Hebrew to English.
MT Isa 10:32  יָרָה הָאָרֶץ כַּעַל לָשֶׁתֶּה, יִנְפָךְ׀ וְהַר פָּרַע וְתִפְדֵּה יִרְשָׁלֵי־תּוֹ.  

4QpIsa\textsuperscript{a} 10:32  וְהַר הָוָה בַּעֲצָחַת יְרוּשָׁלַיִם.

LXX Isa 10:32  παρακαλεῖν αὐτῷ μετὰ τοῦ μεγαλοῦ τοῦ χειρὸς τοῦ παρακαλεῖν, τὸ ἄρος, τὴν πρώτην τοῖς ξίφισιν, καὶ οἱ βουνοὶ αὐτοὶ ἐν Ἰερουσαλήμ.

TEB 2 N 20:32  As yet shall he remain at Nob that day; he shall shake his hand against the mount of the daughter of Zion, the hill of Jerusalem.

KJ Isa 10:32  As yet shall he remain at Nob that day; he shall shake his hand against the mount of the daughter of Zion, the hill of Jerusalem.

KJ and TEB are the same.

4QpIsa\textsuperscript{a} has בָּתָא (daughter) where MT has בָּתָא (house). However, the qere in MT is equal to 4QpIsa\textsuperscript{a}. The English and Greek also agree with the scroll, or ἀνάστασις "daughter." 4QpIsa\textsuperscript{a} has Ἰερουσαλήμ (Jerusalem), while MT has the ketibh, יָרוּשָׁלַיִם (Jerusalem). Allegro explains that the qere in MT is a qere perpetuum that should always be read as is written in the scroll.\textsuperscript{17}

The English verb, "to remain," is translated from the Hebrew infinitive, א"תָא" to stand." At first glance, it appears that the conjugated verb in English is incongruous with the Hebrew infinitive, but Gesenius explains that the infinitive construct may be translated into English as a present, past or future verb.\textsuperscript{18}

Similar to MT, the verb in Greek is also an \textsuperscript{a} infinitive. However, the Greek infinitive would not be conjugated in a translation to English. Rather, it would either remain an infinitive, or be

\textsuperscript{17} Allegro, op. cit., p. 13.

\textsuperscript{18} Gesenius, op. cit., pp. 324-326.
translated as a verbal noun, "...one standing fast...." As a verbal noun, it may then act as the object of the genitive article preceding it.\(^1\) As such, the Greek becomes, "...of the one standing fast...." On this basis, MT and English are more literal because the infinitive in MT does not translate as an infinitive, in this case, and does not translate as a verbal noun.

There are several other points that are unique to Greek. LXX has two \(^b\)imperatives, the phrase, \(^c\)"...in a way....," referring to the way of the one who stands fast, and the dative of instrument, \(^d\)"with," in "...with the hand...." None of these are in English and Hebrew. LXX has the simple sentence, "...and the hills are the ones in Jerusalem...," while English and Hebrew have the singular noun, \(^e\)"hill," in the phrase, "...hill of Jerusalem...." Here MT and English have no verb, and have this phrase in apposition to "...the mount of the daughter of Zion...." LXX also adds the conjunction, \(^f\)"and."

In this verse, TBM confirms that the qere, \(\text{bath}\) ("daughter") in MT is correct. Since, TBM follows MT rather than LXX in every possible difference, the Greek text may either be assumed a corrupt translation, or a reliable translation of a variant text.

---

\(^{1}\)Smyth, op. cit., p. 1968.
MT Isa 10:33

4QpIsa\textsuperscript{a} 10:33

LXX Isa 10:33

TEM 2 N 20:33

KJ Isa 10:33

Behold, the Lord, the Lord of Hosts shall lop the bough with terror; and the high ones of stature shall be hewn down; and the haughty shall be humbled.

KJ and TEM are the same. The fragmented portions of 4QpIsa\textsuperscript{a} are the same as MT. Allegro has reconstructed this verse, assuming that verse 33 directly followed the pesher on verse 32.\textsuperscript{12}

In the first phrase, the English has a future verb with the direct object, "...bough..." MT has a participle which normally translates into the present. By interpretation, the verb could still agree with the future found in English, but in this case, LXX would not agree with the other texts since the Greek verb is a present tense. LXX differs from MT and English on the meaning of this verb. LXX has "...confounds..." and MT and English have the idea of cutting off a bough. Rather than "bough," LXX has "...notable ones...." The second verb in English is also in the future, as is the Greek verb. But, the comparable verb in MT is another participle. Again, inter-

\textsuperscript{12} Allegro, op. cit., p. 14.
preparation may justify a future translation of MT especially since the last Hebrew word is an imperfect.

LXX differs from MT and English in that LXX has the Lord confounding d"with might" while the other texts have d"with fear" or "with terror." Rather than c"...hewn down..." as in MT and English, cLXX depicts a crushing action. LXX describes e"...the lofty in insolence...," or proud ones, where MT and English describe "...the high ones of stature...," or individuals of influential positions. This could easily be another matter of interpretation since the final phrase of all the texts refers to the sinking or humbling of the lofty or proud.
MT Isa 10:34  
וניקיון [השער] בכרול ולמנת זכור

4QpIsa\(^a\) 10:34  
וניקיון [השער] בכרול ולמנת זכור

LXX Isa 10:34  
καὶ ποσοῦνται ὁ ὑψηλὸς ἡμαχίαι, ὡς ὁ Ἀιβανὸς σὺν τοῖς ὑψηλοῖς

TEB 2 N 20:34  
And he shall cut down the thickets of the forests with iron, and Lebanon shall fall by a mighty one.

KJ Isa 10:34  
And he shall cut down the thickets of the forest with iron, and Lebanon shall fall by a mighty one.

KJ has "...forest..." and TEB has "...forests...."  
\(^a\)MT agrees with the singular noun in KJ, while LXX has no equivalent word for "forest." The remainder of English is a literal translation of MT. LXX, however, differs considerably. LXX continues the idea from verse 33 of the "lofty" falling rather than mentioning the cutting down or destruction of the "...thickets of the forest...."

MT and English say that the cutting down will be done with \(^c\)iron, but LXX says that a \(^c\)"sword" or "dagger" will be the instrument used. MT and English then explain that Lebanon "...will fall by a \(^d\)great one...," but LXX says that the fall of Lebanon will be along \(^d\)"...with the lofty...."

4QpIsa\(^a\) has no definite article before Lebanon, but MT does. Normally the names of countries are without a definite article, but the article may be used in cases where the proper noun was originally an appellation for that place or thing. The appellation in the case of Lebanon derived from the root meaning white, which referred to the white mountain of Lebanon.\(^{13}\) In this case, the scroll is similar

\(^{13}\)Gesenius, op. cit., pp. 278-279.
to Isaiah 14:8 in MT where the name, Lebanon, was no longer viewed as apellative, but as the accepted and real proper name of the country, Lebanon. Hence, no definite article was necessary. With this the case, the definite article would not be reflected in a translation to English or Greek.

It is theorized by Allegro that the fragment had instead of נְתָנָה ("and he will destroy" or "cut down") which is in MT. This verb in the scroll is a 3cp niphal perfect pe yod verb which is literally non existent. Therefore no comparison is possible with the other texts.

\[14\] Allegro, op. cit., p. 13.
MT Isa 11:1

4QpIsa\textsuperscript{a} 11:1

LXX Isa 11:1

TEM 2 N 21:1

KJ Isa 11:1

KJ and TEM are the same, as are 4QpIsa\textsuperscript{a} and MT.

In the first phrase of the verse, English has "...a rod..." as an object of the verb, while "...rod..." in MT and LXX is the subject of the verb. English and MT have "...the stem (or trunk) of Jesse..." while LXX has the "...root of Jesse..."

LXX says "...a blossom..." where MT and English have a "...shoot..." or "...branch..." MT and English agree on the plural, "roots," while LXX has the singular. English and MT have the possessive, "...his roots..." While LXX has "...the root..." By interpretation the definite article in Greek may be taken as a possessive article. As such, all of the texts may agree on the possessive pronoun, "his."
MT Isa 11:2

4Qp Isa a 11:2

LXX Isa 11:2

TEM 2 N 21:2

KJ Isa 11:2

KJ and TEM are the same.

4Qp Isa a has "על" and MT has "עליה". Either way the translation would be the same ("upon him"). The only difference is that the preposition in MT is the poetic, or plural form while the scroll has the singular form. There is one possible exception to the literal agreement between Hebrew and English. This exception deals with the definite articles before "...spirit...." Technically, the only "spirit" which is definite is "...the spirit of the Lord...." because the object, "Lord," is definite. On this, MT and English agree, but LXX does not. Concerning the words "wisdom," "understanding," "counsel," "might" and "knowledge," abstract ideas are conveyed. These words would therefore require a definite article to make the word in construct definite. MT does not have the definite article present to do this. LXX does not have definite articles either. However, English does.
There is one other difference between the texts. Hebrew and English have "...fear of the Lord...," and the Greek leaves out "Lord."

At first glance it appears there is another difference between "fear" in MT and "reverence" in LXX. This, however, needs additional explanation. The word for fear in Hebrew actually means to fear in the sense of reverencing the Lord rather than being extremely frightened of Him. The word in Greek may be translated as, "reverence," and it is a word commonly used in reference to "reverence toward the gods." This indicates that there is actually no difference here between MT and LXX, and that the authors of LXX understood the basic meaning of this Hebrew word for fear.

---

MT Isa 11:3

4QpIsa\(^a\) 11:3

LXX Isa 11:3

TEM 2 N 21:3

KJ Isa 11:3

And shall make him of quick understanding in the fear of the Lord; and he shall not judge after the sight of his eyes, neither reprove after the hearing of his ears.

KJ and TEM are equal. The readable portion of 4QpIsa\(^a\) differs from MT by having the archaic writing אדונai (Adonai, or Lord) rather than the Aramaic square letters יהוה (Jehova, the qere being Adonai). Otherwise, 4QpIsa\(^a\) equals MT.

The phrase in English, "...And shall make him of quick understanding..." is not found in Hebrew nor Greek. The English uses "...the spirit of the Lord..." from verse two as the subject of the first verb in verse three. In MT and LXX, verse three has the subject in the same verse. In MT, this subject is actually a hiphil infinitive from the root word מְרוֹל with a 3ms suffix.

The basic meaning of this root is "to smell" or "breath." It is the same root used to describe "spirit" in "...spirit of the Lord...." Although there is debate over how this particular infinitive should be translated, it is perfectly legitimate to translate this infinitive, "...And his spirit...." As such, there is agreement between MT and
the word, "spirit," in LXX.

In the opening phrase of verse three, MT has a 3ms suffix, a"his," which is an adjectival noun qualifying "spirit." In LXX, the equivalent b pronoun is the object of the verb. The first verb in LXX is, c"to fill," but the verb in MT is an understood copula. The nominative clause in LXX is "...A spirit of fear of God...," but MT has "...And his spirit (or delight) is in the fear of the Lord...." English has "...Lord...," the equivalent of c'Adonai, which is in MT, but LXX has c"...God...." English and MT have"...seeing of his deyes...," and "...hearing of his eears...," but LXX has respectively, d"...his judgment..." and e"...his conversation..."
MT Isa 11:4

4QpIsa\(^a\) 11:4

LXX Isa 11:4

TEM 2 N 21:4

KJ Isa 11:4

But with righteousness shall he judge the poor, and reprove with equity for the meek of the earth; and he shall smite the earth with the rod of his mouth, and with the breath of his lips shall he slay the wicked.

KJ and TEM are equal, and the examinable portion of 4QpIsa\(^a\) is equal to MT.

Colloquial English requires definite articles before "poor," "meek" and "earth" where MT does not have definite articles. In LXX, the word, "earth," appears twice and the word for "poor" or "humbled" appears twice. The Greek has a definite article modifying the second word for \(^a\) "poor" and one modifying the first word for \(^b\) "earth." Where LXX uses the same root word the two times that "poor" appears in the text, \(^a\), \(^c\) MT and English use separate roots.

The remaining differences concern the syntax and vocabulary of LXX. Where LXX has the direct object, "judgment," English and MT have \(^c\) "poor." LXX leaves out the preposition \(^d\) "with equity," which is included in MT and English. The Greek has \(^e\) "...word of his mouth..." rather than \(^e\) "...rod of his mouth..."
The differences between LXX and MT deal with vocabulary, verbs and additions. Where English and MT have "...firstborn of poor..." and "needy," LXX has b"beggars" and c"...beggar men..." Where MT has d"securely," LXX has "...in peace...." In the opening phrase, LXX has "...And the beggars shall be fed by him...." English and MT leave out e"...by him...," and have an aactive verb rather than the passive shown in aLXX.

TEM confirms the presence of the first averb as opposed to 4Qp1sa c, and supports the text in MT rather than the differences in LXX.
MT Isa 11:5

LXX Isa 11:5

And righteousness shall be the girdle of his loins, and faithfulness the girdle of his reins.

KJ is equal to TBM.

MT has a definite article before the word, "faith," or "honest" and 4QpIsa does not. The Hebrew language is much more prone to use definite articles than English. For example, it is common to have abstract ideas, such as "honesty," modified by a definite article. Of course, these articles would not normally be reflected in a translation to English. Greek could reflect these articles, but in this case LXX is closer to 4QpIsa and leaves out the article. There are no other differences between the Hebrew texts.

English has the word "reins," which is archaic for "kidneys," where Hebrew has "loins." The words generally used for "kidneys" are kilyoth and tuchoth. The word, "sides," in LXX is closer to the Hebrew.

LXX differs from the other texts in several ways. It has one subject in the verse, which is the third person personal pronoun, "he," of the verb, "to be." MT and English have two subjects, "righteousness," and "faithfulness," or "honesty." These two

---

20 Gesenius, op. cit., p. 278.
nominative nouns are objects in the dative case in LXX. Rather than the participle, "girding," MT and English have the noun "girdle." They also mention "girdle" twice, "...the girdle of his waist...," and "...the girdle of his loins...," but LXX has a separate word in place of the second "girdle," which is another participle, "hemming in."

Since TISM and KJ are the same, the difference concerning the word "reins," may indicate one of two things. They are that either the reading in KJ is from a valid source, or this similarity is an indication that Joseph Smith felt the KJ version was close enough that alterations were not necessary at that time. Other than this difference, TISM confirms the reading of MT over the differences in LXX.
MT Isa 14:8

LXX Isa 14:8

TEM 2 N 24:8

KJ Isa 14:8

TEM has "...and also the cedars of Lebanon..." and KJ leaves out the word, "also." Although MT does not actually have a conjunction or adverb at the beginning of this phrase, the English calls for one or the other so that the opening phrases may become a unit. LXX also has a conjunction here. Since the opening phrases are so closely related that the verb of the first phrase describes the action for the second phrase, the opening adverb may also introduce the second phrase as in TEM. This is completely legitimate and, in fact, expresses more precisely what is stated in Hebrew. Of course, opinion opposing this view could also be made. But the evidence would still be insufficient to conclude that the translation in TEM is not a valid possibility. However, it may be concluded that KJ is a closer representation of the actual word found in MT.

English differs from Hebrew in several ways. The word, "saying," is not present in MT and LXX. The verb, "art laid" is not passive in \( ^{e} \) MT, but it may be passive in \( ^{e} \) LXX. The last verb, \( ^{h} \) to
"go up," is in the imperfect in Hebrew. This would normally translate into the future, but, English has "...is come up..." and LXX has the second aorist, "...did not go up..." These differences are more likely examples of the flexible nature of the Hebrew imperfect rather than indications of a superior text.

The only difference between MT and 4QpIsa is simply a matter of spelling. They both mean, "to thee," "at thee" or "concerning thee."

LXX begins with the conjunction, "and," while the English has the adverb, "yea." The comparable word in MT may either be used as an adverb or a conjunction so both renditions are acceptable translations of MT. The context of MT refers to the "...trees of Lebanon..." twice but actually mentions "Lebanon" only once. LXX has "Lebanon" twice. This is a difference of the same type as mentioned above concerning the word, "also." The English is closer to the words in MT in this instance. The two kinds of trees mentioned in English and MT are plural while LXX has one of them in the singular. The first verb in MT and English is active, while the verb in LXX is the passive, "were gladdened."

In this verse, LXX is very near MT. Therefore, not only confirms the reliability of MT and KJ, but also of LXX. In the instance of the passive verb, "...to fall asleep," TEW confirms the Greek over the Hebrew. The word, "saying," may be another instance of the influence of KJ in determining the translation of TEW.
KJ differs in two ways from TEM. First, KJ prefaces the second phrase with the adverb, "as," "...as the raiment of those that are slain...." TEM leaves out "as" in the second phrase. Second, KJ has "raiment" where TEM has "remnant." MT and LXX correspond with TEM by leaving out the word, "as." However, the context of LXX and MT indicate that a simile is intended. LXX states, "...But thou art cast in the mountains as a corpse is loathed...a manner that clothes mixed in blood will not be clean...." So in context, all the texts carry forward the simile of the opening phrase to include the remaining ideas of the verse, but KJ does so with the adverb, "as," while the other texts do so without the adverb. The word, "remnant," in TEM is not substantiated in any of the other texts, as they have "raiment."

English has a conjunction at the beginning of the second
phrase, but MT and LXX do not. English has the relative pronoun, "that" in two places, while MT and LXX do not have comparable relative pronouns. The remainder of English is equivalent to MT.

There are numerous differences between MT and LXX. Where LXX has b"...in the mountain...," bMT and English have "...form thy grave...." LXX has c"corpse," but MT and English have c"shoot." The clause here in LXX is "...as a corpse is loathed...." The passive participle, d"loathed," may be interpreted from MT as an adjectival noun. That is, "...a shoot, the one abhorred...," or as in English "...an abominable branch...." At first glance, the word, "abominable," in English appears to be incongruous with the other texts, but as explained, the English translation may legitimately agree with MT and LXX.

Continuing, the Greek phrase referring to clothing is the last phrase of the verse, but in MT and English, the equivalent phrase is second. This phrase states in Greek, "...a manner that clothes mixed in blood will not be clean...." In this phrase, LXX has e"...mixed in blood..." in place of the idea of e"slain ones," which is in MT and English. The clause, "...will not be clean...," the noun, k"manner," and the relative pronoun, i"that" are not found in MT and English. In the Greek clause "...with many dead ones...," h"with" and f"many" are not found in MT and English. LXX has the plural, g"daggers" or "swords," but gMT and English have the singular. Finally, where LXX has i"Hades," MT and English have i"pit."
TEM has "nations" and KJ has "the nations." TEM could be a closer translation of the Hebrew thought if one considers further the definition of the plural word, goyim. This word in the plural becomes the abstract term used to describe gentiles and strangers— that is, all people not yet of the Israelite faith, or not of the Israelite lineage. In this abstract sense, "the nations" becomes "nations," an all inclusive description of strangers to the Israelite faith. The article, therefore, need not be translated to English for the same reason that the article before "honesty" in verse 11:5 would not translated. LXX and MT have the definite article. The remainder of English is equivalent to MT.

The differences between the Hebrew texts are spelling differences that would not be reflected in the other texts. In these instances MT has the abbreviated holem.

At first glance, it appears that the word, "purpose," is
unique to English. The thought put over by this word is essentially the same as the thought in Hebrew. That is, "...this is the plan that is decided...." The basic root word in Hebrew is "counsel," but it may also mean "plan," and the verb, "to counsel" is also "to decide" or "to resolve." These meanings are close enough aligned with "purpose" or "intent" that there is no basis for establishing a difference here between English and Hebrew. The Greek uses the word, "counsel," which is literal to MT.

LXX differs in two ways from Hebrew and English. Greek has "...the Lord has counseled..." and "...all the gentiles (or nations) of the world...." MT and English do not have "Lord" or "...of the world...."

The translation in TBM illustrates the possibility that there was much more insight into the original Hebrew thought than one might at first suspect (c.f., discussion above on the definite article). The selection of the word, "purpose," again indicates a close relationship between KJ and TBM. Since TBM leaves out "Lord" and "...of the world...," TBM indicates that the original would have been closer to MT than LXX.
MT Isa 14:27

הנה יצוותיו ועך ענה ליהוה, הנה י께서 וצעדו

4QpIsa 14:27

כְּא יְהוּדָה, תְּבַאֲדוּ יְעִי, וְיָרְאוּ תְזֵק

LXX Isa 14:27

ἄγα μὲν θεὸς ὁ θεὸς ὁ διασκεδάστησε τὸ κεφάλα; καὶ τὴν χεῖρα τὴν υψηλὴν τις ἀποστρέψει;

TEM 2 N 24:27

For the Lord of Hosts hath purposed, and who shall disannul? And his hand is stretched out, and who shall turn it back?

KJ Isa 14:27

For the Lord of hosts hath purposed, and who shall disannul it? and his hand is stretched out, and who shall turn it back?

TEM has "...who shall disannul..." and KJ has "...who shall disannul it..." The questionable, "it," is italicized in KJ, which indicates the word was added to facilitate the English reading. MT and LXX do not have the pronoun, but the verb in MT is a 3ms imperfect hiphil, which is expected to have a direct object.

In this case, the direct object would be "it." The remainder of English is equivalent to MT. Verse 26 discussed the possible difference of the word, "purpose."

The examinable portions of 4QpIsa are equal to MT.

There are several ways that LXX differs from English and Hebrew.

LXX has "...For, these things God the Holy One hath counseled...."

In Greek, "...these things..." is translated from the accusative plural relative pronoun. There are other possible translations for this relative pronoun, but for the purposes here, this translation is good enough. English and Hebrew do not have a relative pronoun at this point. The Hebrew word for "lord" is Adonai, which has the Greek equivalent, kurios. Rather than using kurios, the Greek has
\textit{Theos}, which means, "God," and is generally translated as such from the Hebrew, \textit{Elohim} or \textit{El}. However, these translations may be oversimplified due to the Hebrew tetragram and the qere assigned to it. For example, יְהֹוָה (Yahweh or Jenovah) is the God of the Old Testament. Viewed as the God of the Hebrews, the Greek translation, \textit{theos}, could be appropriate as in Isa. 11:2,3. Since \textit{Yahweh} was never pronounced, \textit{Adonai} (my Lord) was vocalized in its place. In this case \textit{kurios} (Lord) is the appropriate translation as in Isa. 9:13. If the qere is actually written out as in Isa. 10:12 or 8:7, \textit{kurios}, or Lord, is again in order. A problem also occurs when the written qere and the tetragram appear together. In KJ, this becomes "Lord God." This translates in a variety of ways (Isa. 10:13,33; 22:15; 25:8). The point is that the problem is complex. But for the purposes here, the comparison is based on the view that the Greek translators would read the qere, \textit{Adonai}, in the appropriate places of their text.

Continuing, Greek has "...the Holy One..." English and \textit{Hebrew} have "hosts." In the final phrase of the verse, LXX has "...who will turn away..." English and MT have "...and who shall turn it back..." Here, LXX leaves out the pronoun object \textit{it}, and the conjunction, \textit{and}.

TEM confirms MT as the text closer to its original.
MT Isa 14:28

LXX Isa 14:28

The syntax in LXX is the same as in English. Due to the change in syntax, English and LXX have a relative pronoun that is not found in MT. The English translates the Hebrew verb, "to be," literally in this verse. This verb often has the meaning of something "happening," or something "coming to pass." Such is the possibility here. LXX does not have the verb, "to be," but it does have a verb which may mean "to come to pass." The basic meaning of this verb is "to be born."

Where the English and Hebrew are equal, the Greek differs only once. English and MT have "burden," and LXX has a noun which means "word," "thing" or "that which is said or spoken."

The syntax of TBM indicates the source for LXX has sections that could be superior to MT.

KJ and TBM are equal to each other, and the two Hebrew texts are equal to each other.

MT has "...the king...." English leaves out the article.

As Greek is the same as MT. The remainder of English differs from MT only in syntax. English has, "...In the year that king Ahaz died...," and MT has, "...In the year of the death of the king, Ahaz...." The syntax in LXX is the same as in English. Due to the change in syntax, English and LXX have a relative pronoun that is not found in MT.
MT Isa 14:29

4QpIsa\textsuperscript{a} 14:29

LXX Isa 14:29

TB\textsuperscript{a} N 24:29

KJ Isa 14:29

Rejoice not thou, whole Palestine, because the rod of him that smote thee is broken; for out of the serpent's root shall come forth a cockatrice, and his fruit shall be a fiery flying serpent.

KJ and TBM are the same.

The only differences between MT and 4QpIsa\textsuperscript{a} are spelling differences that would not come through in translations to Greek and English.

English differs from MT in several instances. Hebrew has "...Palestine, all of thee..." and English leaves out the personal pronoun. LXX also leaves out the pronoun. The remaining differences are insignificant due to the flexible interpretive nature of Hebrew. Hebrew has the hiphil participle, \textsuperscript{a}"smiting," with a 2fs suffix. It says literally, "...the one smiting thee..." The English is much more loose in its translation, but it is still acceptable. The \textsuperscript{a}Greek is much closer to MT except that the personal pronoun is \textsuperscript{b}plural rather than singular as in MT, and English. The verb of the last Hebrew phrase is an understood copula. Such copulas are nearly always
considered participles, but a future tense, as in the last English phrase, is also permissible if the context allows. LXX also has a future verb, but instead of the verb, "to be," it repeats the verb, "...to go forth...," a second time. In the last phrase, English has "...a fiery flying serpent...." The word in Hebrew most likely means "poisonous serpent" here. The concept of "burning" also comes from this word. The combination of both concepts plus the following participle, "flying," may result in the translation, "...fiery flying serpent...." Indeed, this translation is a valid possibility. 21 LXX does not mention the idea of "burning" or "fire."

Greek has a number of differences that are unique to it. Greek has five words ε"foreigners," β"serpents," i"asps," b"you" and j"them" that have comparable words in the singular in MT and English. English and MT have ε"Palestine," k"rod" and l"root" where LXX has ε"foreigners," k"yoke" and l"seed." Nevertheless, a "yoke" is not a "rod" and a "seed" is not necessarily a "root." Greek also has m"offspring" instead of the Hebrew word, j"fruit," which is used in a similar context. Greek mentions n"offspring" prior to this in the phrase "...for from seed of serpents will go forth offspring of asps...," but MT leaves out "offspring" and describes a i"poisonous serpent."

The choice in TEM to not use the personal pronoun in "...Palestine, all of thee...," is another sign of LXX having a source separate to and sometimes superior to MT. For the most part, however, MT is supported over LXX. The phrase "fiery flying

---

serpent..." is apparently a King James idiom, which may be another indication of some relationship between TBM and KJ.
MT Isa 14:30

And the first-born of the poor shall feed, and the needy shall lie down in safety; and I will kill thy root with famine, and he shall slay thy remnant.

LXX Isa 14:30

καὶ βοσκηθήσονται δω του αὐτοῦ, επὶ άνδρες επι ειρήνης άνεπαύσονται ἄνελεί δέ λυμφ τὸ σπέρμα σου καὶ τὸ κατάλειμμα σου ἄνελεί.

TBM 2 N 24:30

And the first-born of the poor shall feed, and the needy shall lie down in safety; and I will kill thy root with famine, and he shall slay thy remnant.

KJ Isa 14:30

And the firstborn of the poor shall feed, and the needy shall lie down in safety; and I will kill thy root with famine, and he shall slay thy remnant.

KJ and TBM are equal.

4QpIsa has verse 30 immediately following verse 29 with no intervening pesher. Allegro explains that the first letter of verse 30 is a beth. This indicates that the first verb of this verse was left out. All of the other texts have this verb, which is "to feed." The rest of the fragment is equal to MT.

Looking at the Hebrew very literally, MT has no definite article before "...first-born of poor..." and "needy," whereas English does. Greek is closer to MT here by leaving out the articles. This might not be a significant difference, though, because the context in English becomes much more readable with the articles. The articles, therefore, could have been added merely to facilitate the English reading. The remainder of English is literal to MT.

22 Allegro, op. cit., p. 20.
CONCLUSION

The preceding analysis of Isaiah passages in The Book of Mormon brings the question to the fore of what the relationship is between the textual traditions of Isaiah. This question becomes important when confronted with the assertion that the Isaiah portions of The Book of Mormon align themselves so neatly with the King James version that The Book of Mormon text could not possibly be from an original. It is true that many verses of The Book of Mormon are precisely equal to the verse in the Authorized version. In Answers to Book of Mormon Questions, Sperry explains that there are 199 verses of Isaiah in The Book of Mormon that are word for word with the old English Bible. This in itself, however, does not warrant the conclusion that Joseph Smith simply copied these passages from the King James version with total disregard of the original source before him. Similar readings could have resulted due to a variety of valid causes. One of the most common positions taken is that the prophet simply went to the English version for a translation when he noticed that the contents of the plates were close enough. This would have resulted in a much more cursory translation than is evidenced by the repeated detail throughout The Book of Mormon. It is more likely that Joseph Smith went through the labor of orally translating each verse individually, perhaps with his scribe following in the English. Such a process would have resulted naturally in a reading equal to the English, with specific changes being made as they were encountered.

It is not plagiarism to produce independently an idea equal to another's idea. In this case the idea is the translation of a text. It is highly plausible that Joseph Smith independently produced his own translation, and then elected to adopt the prevailing version whenever his translation was the same. It is possible, then, that the large percentage of identical verses is simply due to the King James version being a fairly reliable expression of the original. The existence of identical verses alone does not prove that Joseph Smith was heavily reliant on the English version for a translation. Neither does it prove that The Book of Mormon and the Authorized version follow the same textual tradition. To determine the true relationship between these texts, and the relationship of The Book of Mormon to a particular textual tradition, a study has to be based on the differences between The Book of Mormon text and the King James text, and upon a certain type of similarity found between them. An inspection of these particular differences and similarities brings to the surface some important facts.

Upon examination of the King James and Book of Mormon texts, a number of trends are noted from the data of this present study. In Table One, there are 83 instances where The Book of Mormon and The King James are equal to each other but different from the Septuagint and Masoretic Text. If Joseph Smith did rely excessively on the King James for his translation, such a reliance would have to be proven primarily via these 83 instances. This would be difficult since this would entail proving that The Book of Mormon translation was unequal to The Book of Mormon original. It would be unscientific to conclude such without proof, and that proof is presently unavailable.

Concerning these 83 similarities, it can be concluded then,
that The Book of Mormon corresponds with the textual tradition of the
King James version in these instances, but not that the King James
text was the source for The Book of Mormon. It can also be said
that when the Authorized version is different from the Masoretic Text
and the Septuagint, The Book of Mormon tends to correspond with the
King James at a rate of one and one-half times per verse. An
interesting study would be to search among other sources for
authentication of these English similarities. This could be done by
examining other Greek codices jointly with the Latin Vulgate, the
Syriac Peshitta and the Aramaic Targums. A number of these 83
similarities would also have to be viewed from the perspective of the
demands of English grammar, in which cases no corroboration could be
expected.

Another note to consider from Table One is that the King James
text and The Book of Mormon differ from each other 29 times. Sperry
points out the significance of these differences while expanding on
the argument outlined above that opposes the idea of an original
source for The Book of Mormon. He explains that if the verses of
Isaiah in The Book of Mormon are word for word the same as the King James
version, then The Book of Mormon does not represent a pre-Masoretic
Text. This is the case because the King James is based on the
Masoretic Text, and MT has become somewhat corrupted over the
centuries.24 This argument is a poor one for a number of reasons. It
is true that the Authorized version is based on the Masora and that
the Masoretic Text has changed over the years. But every Bible scholar

24 Sperry, op. cit., p. 91.
knows that the King James version departs regularly from the Hebrew, and the above argument assumes that such departures are infrequent. To illustrate further, 83 departures from the Masora and Septuagint were referred to above. As a matter of interest, three of these departures were supported by 4QpIsa. In addition to these 83 instances, the traditional English text departs another 55 times from the Hebrew text. Five times it does not agree with the examined texts, 50 times it corresponds to the Greek. Of these 50, two are supported by 4QpIsa. Together, these figures average out to more than two and one-half departures from the Masoretic Text per verse.

Certainly, this alone would be sufficient to discredit the above argument, but there is still more to consider.

This argument also assumes that the English texts are equal throughout. It is thereby invalidated because of the 29 differences existing between the English texts referred to earlier.

Superficially, 29 differences may appear insignificant. A more thorough examination of the differences, however, results in an opposite reaction. For the total of 52 verses examined, 29 differences average out to more than one modification for every two verses. This rate of change indicates that 56% of the verses of Isaiah in The Book of Mormon are not the same as in the King James version.

The question might arise at this point as to whether the sample size of this thesis is in fact representative of the total number of Isaiah scriptures in The Book of Mormon. In response, the total number of verses in question is 433, and 54% of these verses are not equivalent to the passages in KJ. The sample size is in fact
representative of the population and can therefore indicate the
general trends of these Book of Mormon verses.

Looking at category IV of Table One, it is noted that of the
29 differences mentioned above, The Book of Mormon agrees with the
Masoretic Text four times, with the Septuagint once, with both of these
texts together seven times, and with none of the texts 17 times.
Carrying these figures out to their expected population size,
specific trends can be seen. Where the English texts are unequal
to each other it would be expected that The Book of Mormon would
agree with the Masoretic Text 33 times, with the Septuagint eight
times, with the Septuagint and Masoretic Text together 58 times, and
with neither of these tradition 141 times. No corroboration would
be expected from 4QpIsa. Converted to percents, these totals indicate
that 14% of the Book of Mormon differences would be substantiated
by the Masoretic Text, three percent by the Septuagint, and 24% by
both of these texts together. In other words, 41% of these differences
are verified by assorted combinations of the traditions examined,
while 59% are left unsubstantiated. Since 41% of the differences
existing between the two English texts cannot be assigned to one
particular tradition, and since the other 59% is yet unassigned, it
becomes clear that The Book of Mormon definitely tends to follow its
own course. In other words, the textual tradition represented by
this text is separate from and unequal to the Masora and Septuagint.
It is a tradition that cannot be assigned to any particular one of the
other textual traditions.

An important point arises when The Book of Mormon is viewed
as a unique tradition that is only twice removed from an original,
seventh century B.C. document. A glance at the conclusion of Ham's thesis can help illustrate this point. Ham lists five instances where 1QISA supports differences in The Book of Mormon. None of these five are among the verses presently being considered. Ham then concludes that these confirmations in 1QISA are not noteworthy. But why are they considered unnoteworthy? The objective of Ham's thesis was to see whether 1QISA verified The Book of Mormon text in the instances that The Book of Mormon text differed from the King James version. By the nature of his objective, it is apparent that Ham was expecting, or hoping to find such verification in a single text--if not in 1QISA, then in some other text. When his thesis resulted in only five verifications out of about 141 possible times that the differences could have been verified, what else could Ham conclude? After all, a 5/141 ratio is indeed a very poor ratio and is clearly unnoteworthy. However, when The Book of Mormon text is assumed to follow no particular tradition other than its own, these five confirmations in 1QISA could become noteworthy.

To explain, one first needs to be aware of the concept that the older a document is, or the closer in time it is to its original, the closer the two are expected to be in content. It is doubtful that any single text would be a perfect copy of its original after having been passed on to future generations from 600 to 1500 years. But it could be expected that each of the various recensions would maintain their own unique representations of the original. Since The Book of Mormon is only twice removed from a record of c. 600 B.C., The Book of Mormon would be expected to contain most of the representations that eventually were scattered about in different
textual recensions. Concerning the textual differences between The Book of Mormon and the Authorized version, logic suggests that authentication of Book of Mormon differences would only be found in a variety of texts and manuscripts. The verification of Book of Mormon differences would therefore only become significant when all of the various documents are examined collectively and the appropriate data are brought together as a unit. Viewed in concert with this unit of data, the five confirmations of 1Q1sa would also become significant. Of course, this assumes that the available texts would continue adding to these confirmations of 1Q1sa until a significant total of verifications had accumulated. The decisive study of Book of Mormon differences, then, would be to examine the text of Isaiah in the remaining Greek codices and papyri, the Vulgate, Peshitta, Targums, and the remaining Dead Sea Scrolls of Isaiah, as well as the quotes of Isaiah in the New Testament.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Definite</th>
<th>Interpretive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
Summary of Textual Differences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Definite</th>
<th>Interpretive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III,V</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I,V</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>II</th>
<th>$4^q$Isa=MT=LXX#TBM=KJ</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Definite</th>
<th>Interpretive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>II, V</td>
<td>$4^q$Isa=TBM=KJ#MT=LXX</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II, V</td>
<td>$4^q$Isa=TBM=KJ#MT=LXX (LXX omitted)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>$4^q$Isa#TBM=KJ=MT=LXX</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV, V</td>
<td>$4^q$Isa#TBM=KJ=MT= (LXX omitted)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>$4^q$Isa#TBM=KJ=MT= (LXX omitted)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table one is divided into two parts. The differences tabulated in each section add to the total listed horizontally between the sections. The section below this total line lists all of the possible combinations where the texts differ from one another, and the section above groups those differences into five major categories. Each category is represented by a Roman numeral to its left, which in turn is to the left of all of the equations of the lower section that belong to that category. Unequal signs indicate the particular text is unequal throughout the entire equation.

The word, Definite, refers to the differences that are unmistakable. An Interpretive difference is one which could be interpreted to be either insignificant, such as when The Book of Mormon does not have a word that is italicized in the Authorized version, or it is a difference that could actually be interpreted to not be an actual difference. An example of this is in Isaiah 6:9 where the English texts differ over the structure of the verb, "to
understand." The English texts definitely differ, but the Masoretic Text could be interpreted as either an imperative or conjugated verb. This difference is therefore listed as an interpretive difference.
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